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First
Impressions
Reviews of
Hardbacks
and Paperback
Originals

edited by
Paul Kincaid

Will Baker

Star Beast

Hodder er Stoughton, 1996, 472pp, £16.99
Rtviewtd by Andy Mills

?e

You mar
forgive~ if, upon seeing the title of this long novel,
you anl1c~pate meeting a space opera within the:: covers. This,
~owever,. IS not the casoC. St4r Bust is set firmly on Earth. The
title derives from one character's definition of mankind:
'dancing star beasts' (and later, from another: 'For wc arc the
stuff of stars, made each in dance various, mokcule to
molecule, the whole a harmony, breathing as oncl'). If that
appears rather daft to you, I'm glad; it appeared equally daft to
me when I read it.
Sta~
is a ~rcct sequel [0 ShadtnJJ HNnttT. If you recall
Paul Kmcald s rCV1~ of the lalter novel in Vedor 175 this
mar be an appropriate point to stop and move on to the' next
revl~, because St4r Bust provides more of the same.
. During the Great Southern War apes and escapec:s from a
prISon mate an~ - due to radioactivity - produce offspring. A
subhuman species develops - homo lapsis or the Pobla - which
has peculiar ~bilities, including that of communicating with
~nd conuolhng other animals. Little Ronald Drager has
Impregnated a Pobla called Tima and the two arc being kept in
a r~arch institute. At the ~ time the:: Pobl;, who had
pr~i01:'sly avoided contact with humans, arc swarming out of
their hIdeaways and moving en massc into human areas, where
they. are v~i?uslr cxterminated or kept in holding camps..
Political opInion LS polarised on the issue of what should be

Buz:t,
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done a~out the Pobla - and the situation is complicated by the
revelatIOn that the Pobla arc carriers of a reuovirus which
gives:
... ~ predis!,?sition. to vision... and sensitivity 10 rhythm,
WIth O<:Ca1lOml ~Idc-<ffccts of hcrmaphroditism,
unusual body hair, and a lendency to energetic play.
Wc are, as you can sec, being consistently daft hcre_.
. ~onald and ~is pregnant mate escape from the r~arch
mstJtute along With the DireC[or and his assistant, who have
befriended the couple. Shenanigans ensue as they are hunted by
various ~uman and. \obla facti~ns. Some want them desuoyed,
some thmk the pair s baby Will be the next Messiah. Which
group will prevail?
Frankly, I couldn't give a danm. There is a huge cast in this
novel, but Baker manages to make the reader care not a }at for
any of them.. In ~art, ~is is because he chops and changes
~twec:n multiple vlcwpomts, chapter eight is the first to follow
directly on from the one before. Mainly, though, it is because
St4r [least is dense with .v.arious babbles: scientific, ecological,
mystJc.al and power-poiLtJcal. I have a sneaking feeling the
novel IS meant to be at least slightly funny, but the writing is
far too heavy-handed to lend itself to humour. What it is
though, is a turgid rcad which is summed up by onc of th~
characters:
I know the whole thiD& i! rKiiculoos - a weird animal
masiah, and worshipping germs, and rockenroll as
apocalypse..
Yes,indec:d
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Robert T. Bakker
RaptOT Red
Reviewed by Maureen Speller

Bantam Press, 1995, 241pp, £12.99

Why do pe:op'le: ke:e:p writing storie:s about animals? ~~at is this pre:.occupati~n with. what Margare:t Blo.unt ca~le:d
Animal1And in he:r study of the: same: name:? Pe:rhaps It IS be:cause, while: unde:mably ahe:n, the:y are: at le:ast Imme:dlate:
to our own world We: can study the:!? in gre:at de:tall and, as He:nry Williamson did with Tarka the Otter, portray the:ir
live:s accurate:!y but without ne:ce:ssanly usmg formal scie:ntific de:scription. Thus, the: author is to some: e:xte:nt fre:e: to
imagine: what an animal might think or fe:e:l as Garry Kilworth has done: with foxe:s, hare:s and wolve:s. The:re: is a
dange:r, of course:, in going too far with this e:nte:rprise:, as Richard Adams de:monstrate:d with Watmhip D01Dn, inve:sting
his rabbits, othe:rwise: re:cognisably lapine: in the:ir be:haviour, with a comple:x mythology. Had Adams move:d his
cre:ations close:r to Ke:nne:th Grahame:'s Rive:r Bank and Wild Wood, re:ade:rs might have: be:e:n more: comfortable: with
the:ir taste: for story-te:!ling; as it was, Five:r and Haze:! and the:ir compatriots we:re: doome:d to an umasy te:nancy in
Animal Land, challe:nge:d by the: like:s of the: Animals of Farthing Wood and a hundre:d othe:r ove:rly humanise:d
animals.
I doubt Robe:rt T. Bakke:r would be: de:!ighte:d to se:e: Rilptor Red place:d in this illustrious asse:mbly, but whe:re: e:lse:

~a~e:~e:s~~~l~j;e:~~e:ata~ilisa~?n~~~;~~~da ;iilie:~h~~c~~s :;:~~ ak~~~r~~~~~ o~abbi::' ifu~~~ l~~l~~sa ~:n~:t~~~: ~~~

knowle:dge: of dinosaurs is slight Most of what we: do know about Utahraptor come:s from fossil re:mains a hundre:d and
twe:nty million ye:ars old, e:xtrapolative: te:chnique:s and Bakke:r's own radical the:orie:s; this is, afte:r all, the: man who
plausibly argue:d that dinosaurs we:re: warm-bloode:d
So, Bakkds age:nda se:e:ms straightforward, to imagine: how his raptor might have: live:d all those: millions of ye:ars
a~o. But why cast it as fiction? Why not se:ttle: for a populist non-fiction account of how dinosaurs might have: live:d?
It s not as though Bakke:r ne:e:ds to take: re:fuge: in fiction afte:r airing his highly controve:rsial the:orie:s in The DinoJaur
HereJitJ, a we:lI·argue:d and e:xtre:me:ly re:adable: assault on conve:ntional palae:ntological thinking. For whate:ve:r re:ason,
Bakke:r fe:!t he: would gain more: by turning to fiction but in doing so he: stumble:d into those: wdl-conce:ale:d traps

whi~:ie::~~ ~nl;:;~e:i~ %:r"~~:~~~~'morPhise:s

his subje:ct, though whe:the:r this is inte:ntional or inadve:rte:nt is not
always e:asy to te:ll. Admitte:dly, we: as humans can ne:ve:r re:ally know what goe:s through anothe:r cre:ature:'s he:ad, not
e:ve:n a fe:llow human. We: conje:cture:, we: e:xtrapolate:, we: obse:rve: e:nough to sugge:st that animals do suffe:r at a mate:'s
de:ath, and we: ascribe: the:ir be:haviour to what we: call grie:f. It's anothe:r thing altoge:the:r, though, to put the: re:ade:r into
a dinosaur's mind and pre:se:nt a wide: range: of e:motions and calculate:d de:cisions about life: at a le:ve:l sugge:sting human

d:~b~~~::v~~;e::~os~ing~s~~h~'e:;ri~~~7~f~~c;a~~~~~~i:~ii~t ~:a~na :~c7a~~t~~:0~~tJ~ti~h~~~kai~~~~~~e:~~d

sounds are: imprinte:d,~ut quite: how we: ge:t from the:re: to Raptor Re:d asse:ssing he:r adult siste:r's abilitie:s as a pare:nt
and hunte:r, is anyone:'s gue:ss. I can't he:lp thinking that artistic lice:nce: has won out ove:r Darwinian the:orie:s.

vici~~~~::y~f ~re:~ift~~ic ~f~ ~~kt:~ t~~Oo~;n ?ti;~~~u~~:~e:rs~~~~~i;ftf~l:

;~~alfi~e:ti~~,d ~~i~~ri~g wt~~tu~~~

oaf
on aspe:cts of life: that Raptor Re:d can know nothing about (I particularly e:njoye:d the: inte:rlude: With the: small furry
proto-mammal ne:rvously awaiting attack in its burrow) or dse: de:sce:nding into sickly se:ntime:ntality. Entire:ly
appropriate: though it mi$:ht be: on the: Rive:r Bank, I found it far le:ss acce:ptable: whe:n Bakke:r wound up his story with
a happy-e:ve:r·afte:r sce:nano worthy of a Gilbe:rt and 5ullivan ope:re:tta, with e:ve:ry lad, (including the: e:lde:rly pre:todacryl
who had e:arlie:r, and quite: improbably, sworn himse:lf to ce:libacy), ge:tting his lass. En route:, we: have: e:xpe:rie:nce:d the:
full gamut of e:motions as girl dinosaur me:e:U boy dinosaur, finds he: doe:sn't ge:t on too wdl with he:r siste:r, has to
fight off a pack of tough girl dinosaurs for his atte:ntion, lose:s him and the:n re:gains him, while: he: me:anwhile:
ingratiate:s hlmse:lfwith he:r siste:r by saving he:r chick from ce:rtain de:ath. Touching, but a little: far-fe:tche:d
Ultimate:ly, I fe:ar this nove:l will have: to be: chalke:d up as a valiant e:ffort but ne:ve:rthde:ss an e:volutionary de:ad·
e:nd Bakke:r is an e:ngaging pe:rsonality who write:s and talks about dinosaurs in a way that infe:cts pe:ople: with his
undoubte:d e:nthusiasm for hiS subje:ct, but he: ought to stick to non-fiction. At be:st, Rilptor Red has a ce:rtain dusive:
charm, but I was le:ft with the: guilty thought that it cashe:d in on Bakke:r's association with the: spe:eial e:ffe:cts artists
working onjuraJJic Park as much as it she:d any light on life: in the: Cre:tace:ous Pe:riod.

Terry BlssOD

Pirates ofthe Univene
Tor, 1996, 285pp, 122.95

Re:vie:we:d by Paul Kincaid
There are two clear strands to Terry Bisson's work. In his
fantasy (Talking Man, 'England Unckrweigh', 'Be:ars Discover
Fire') he is light, inventive and a true original. In his science:
fiction (Vqyage to the Red Pund, 'Two Guys from the Future',
'The Shadow Knows') he is jokey, inventive, and essentially
backward looking. There: is, in the: re:ackr and, one: suspc=cts, in
the author, a sense that underlies his science 6ction, a sc=nsc=
born in the: radio sc=rials of the 1950s and '60s. His science

6ction is a celebration of wobbly sce:ne:ry, silver space:suits and
the can-do spirit of Ame:rican adventure:. The: title:, Pirates of the
Univme, positions this new novel firmly in that tradition. But
that is only half the: story.
Half the story is as up.to-the-minute science: fiction as
space invackrs. Strange alien creatures, many times the size of a
whale but as tenuous as a cloud, have started to appc=ar in the
space betw«n Earth and the Moon. They arc not invaders, in
fact, no-onc knows what they are:, they seem totally indifferent
to the humans who buzz around them in their spacc=shipsj but
their flc=sh is the: most prized substance: on Earth. So abandone:d
space stations have been rc=--occupie:d and daring space·jockcys
dart in c10sc= to the aliens, 'pc=teys', to pttl back their skin and
page 3 • Arst ImpressIons
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stcure !.heir future wealth, and wim it entry to a Disney
dreamland. (It is a curious feature of Bisson's science fiction as
nostalgia mat in his stori~ the dream of space has been
abandoned and must be reclaimed, usually under capitalist
impulst.)
Gunmer Glenn is one of th~ spau-jocks, thrilled by the
adventure of space and nearing the cnd of his tour of duty.
One more mission and he will have racked up all he nccd.s to
retire to the elite luxury of the Disney utopian park. But things
don't go as smoomly as mat, on his penultimate mission a
colleague di~ and Gun finds himstlf heading back to Earth
with a mysterious parcel.
This is where the stCond half of the story comes in. For
Gun is grounded, his money frozen, and he is caught up in the
laocoonian coils of a byzantine, kafka~que bureaucracy. For
Bisson contrasts me broad, glamorous sweep of adventure in
space with a near-future wth that is shabby, narrow and
convoluted. To get his case considered by the correct authority,
for instance, Gun must queue in a bare, Cavernous building to
buy a lottery ticket - if his number comes up, his case will be
considered.
What is behind this bureaucratic impasse, Gun only

discovers when he travels home across a blittcd and shattered
America. For among his family he not only rediscovers old
loves and old values, he also finds out that his dissident,
imprisoned bromer has escaped.. It is here, in the run-down
rural enclave where rwted old cars arc gathered and carefully
milked for any remaining oil they contain, mat Bisson seems
most at horm, most comfonable. This certainly is the most
convincing part of the book. When Gun returns to win his
struggle with bureaucracy it is noticeably less vivid, less fully
realistd than the scen~ in the family home. And Bisson's
humour does not suit the kafkaesque anywhere near so well as
it does the gentle parody of science fiction cliche.
When the story finally lifts off into Space again, it recovers
its early vigour. The chaotic, nanotech-run-wild sections of the
space station 'gone native' read a little like an attempt to keep
up with science fiction now rather than science fiction gone
before, and they don't work as well as they might. But there is
still an old-fashioned breathless excitement to the final
adventure, the final revelation of the nature of the 'peteys'. It is
when he heads into the new that Bisson feels most traditional,
and most successful.

Adrift in tbe Oceans ofMercy

down, Andropov's relationship with a chauffeur, even the
assassination of Rasputin. The implication is that Russia has
always been in chaos, and has always been incompetent.
As his own mind deteriorates, so the equipment on hoard
Mir IV is slowly failing. At first he uses the manual to repair
things as faults develop, but when th~ station is strUck by a
remnant of an old American satellite (Ameria is chaotic as
we1l?) it is the beginning of me cnd: he has to clOSoC systems
down to a minimum, and barely subsist Always he has an
option of turning everything otE without heating he would die
just as he would die without oxygen or pressure. Yet despite
knowing the last possible date he can survive to, he will try and
reach mat date.
Presumably this novel is a metaphor for life: mat there will
come a time when we die, and many moments in life when we
could die, and yet we have to continue on. Power is wielded by
fools, but somehow we muddle on. Except that the ever-present
spectre of death sugg~ts that it is pointless to continue, a waste
of time. Yet the fact that this is a first person narration poses
the possibility that the cosmonaut will, against all odds, survive
to be telling the tale.
Booth has not written science fiction before, with the
arguable exception of his novel about artificial insemination,
Toys of GlAll. Almost as if he wishes to prove his scientific
credentials, h~ gives blow by blow descriptions of how toilets
work in spatt, and the precise geometry of polar orbits.
Frankly my eyes g1au over at such ~quations, but surely that is
part of the point: life is spac~ with nothing to do is boring.
Real excitement can only derive from going inwards - into
memory, into inner rather than outer Space.
It sc:cms foolish to write such a thing, but here I get the
feeling that, three or four decades on, the mainstream is finally
catching up with science fiction.

Ma.-tln Boolh

SimOlf C!' SthNlttr, 1996, 292pp, £15.95
Reviewed by Andrcw Butlcor
Every so often a writer tri~ to limit the activities open to their
protagonislS: a classic c:xample being onc of Samuel lkckett's
plays where, in the first act, the main character is buried up to
her waist in sand, and in the Sttond act buried up to her neck.
Such minimalism can be fascinating - a tOltr de fora as the
author works within and against tightly defined limits - or
deadly dull. Martin Booth's new novel strikes an unsatisfying
middlC*ground.
The setting is a Russian spac~ station, with one cosmonaut
left on board. In the aftermath of the collapse: of the Soviet
Union, and the political and fmancial chaos which follows, a
mission on the Mir IV station is to be abandoned, with one
cosmonaut left to monitor things before he is relieved
Unfortunately, the replacement never arrives and they have run
out of money to evacuate this lone cosmonaut. Since the
Russians are unwilling to turn to the Americans for help (even
if a link-up between the shuttle and this Mir were possible), the
cosmonaut is left to orbit the Earth, like Wait Dangerfield
from Dr Bl00dmolfey, until his air or power or food runs out,
or until the orbit decays sufficiently for the station to bum up
in the atmosphere.
The cosmonaut remains unnamed - he may be Alexei or
Andrei, he certainly is not called Mikhail - and the effect of
this is to emphasise how identity is tied up with memory and
company. Alone, his mind drifts over past events: his friend
Pyotor, his experiences in the Afghanistan war, his training. He
remembers stori~ of past leaders of Russia - the architectur~
of Peter the Gr~at, Brczhnev's dying wish to be buried face

Dovid Brin
Brig1Jtmss Rut Orbi(
Reviewed by]oseph Nicholas

/99~

643pp. £/6.99

Brightness Rttf is bill~d on its titl~ pag~ as th~ first volume in a new 'Uplift' trilogy, but is actually th~ first third of
what will presumably b~ an l,80o-pag~ novel: th~ action stops in mid-flow, with all existing issues r~maining
unr~solved and sev~ral new on~s crowding in. Thus we have still to discover, for ~xample, the relationship between the
off-world strang~r whose crash-landing on Jijo opens the story and th~ other visitors who claim to b~ engaged in
research hut whose origins arc equally cloudy; why the mysterious visitors are seeking to foment inter-species war
page 4 • First Impressions
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between the various races of aliens illegally settled in a corner of jijoj and whether, as the visitors claim, humanity
really did have a patron species to uplift it to galactic sentience rather than being a wolfling breed which has made it
on its own. Although, since it's obvious that the answer to this last question will be the trilogy's major revelation, Brin
equally obviously has to defer providing an answer for as long as possible.
One suspects that Brin may plump for the wolfling solution - a Heinleinesque recapitulation of humanity as the
toughest creature in the universe - given that humanity supposedly fled to jijo in the first place because it doesn't have
a patron species to protect it, but even so the premise which underlies the idea of uplift is quite false. Simply put, this
is that evolution has a direction and a sense of purpose, that it is something which proceeds naturally from 'lower' to
'higher' forms of life, and that it has as an inbuilt goal the transformation of 'primitive' or 'disorganised' creatures
into more 'advanced' or self-aware creations. It was because of these connotations that Darwin himself rejected the
term 'evolution' to describe what he preferred to call 'descent with modification', which suggests an altogether more
random process which nine£ynine percent of the time would lead to extinction as modification after modification
failed to fit species to the available niches. To suggest, by contrast, that evolution can be controlled and directed is to
suggest that the patron species not only has prior knowledge of all the available niches but also of how they will
change across time and therefore at which ones to aim - and to these three absurdities one has to add a fourth: that
the patron knows which bits of the DNA of the species to be uplifted have to be modified to achieve the desired result.
It's a distinctly old-fashioned view of biology, in other words, and it is odd to see it being pursued with such vigour
in an era when modern theories of chaos and complexity might dictate a different interpretation of our history.
Perhaps it's inherent in material such as this: if one posits a race of star-travelling superbeings who seeded the universe
with life in the hugely distant past - which is not a particularly new idea, Ursula Le Guin's 'Hainish' stories had a
similar background - then one has to smuggle in a 'directed' view of evolution if the resulting species are ever to
exchange gifts beneath an alien sun and develop a universal language to understand each other better. If Brin does
restate the wolfling solution, it may be in explicit contradiction to these implications - which could open up
vertiginous perspectives for future novels in the 'Uplift' series as (I speculate) the search for the Progenitors, and in
particular for the knowledge of how they managed to seize control of evolution in the first place, steps up a gear or
two.

Nevertheless, onC' wishes that Bn"ghtnm Reef addressed the issue from a more adult perspective than it actually does.
Like an increasing number of novels of this 'galaxy-spanning' type - Vernor Vinge's A Fire Upon the Deep is another
recent example - many of the viewpoint characters are children or teenagC'rs, which fatally undermines any attempt at
a detailed exploration of these evolutionary questions. There is a certain case to be made that, as these young people
learn more about themselves and their world, so the reader learns through them; but if Brin is at all serious about
these questions then he has to address them through a cast of adult characters. The one genuine adult character, a
linguist, has interesting speculations to make about the role and development of language in the transmission of
culture and the construction of civilisation, but her arguments are lost in some nonsense about the Path of
Redemption - which seems to involve throwing away your technology and hoping to become de-evolved, so that you
win a second chance at the stars. And there is plot-strand after plot-strand of action-adventure chasing about, some of
them involving aliens (which are the usual made-over humans in funny costumes) and some of them involving
juvenile aliens, which are embarrassing. Compounding this, some of the characters have a habit of modelling their
behaviour on the characters in the novels brought to jijo by humans, many of which appear to be twentieth century
science fiction novds. The suggestion that, millennia from now, people (and aliens) will still be reading Arthur C.
Clarke's 71Je City and the Stars - admittedly never directly referred to, but responsible for an entire plot-strand - is so
daft as to be not worth considering further.
In summary, then, there are some good ideas buried in BrigbtnlJJ Raj, and even in the 'Uplift' series as a whole; but
the execution which would give them the weight they deserve is lacking. One just hopes that the teenage characters
mature quickly between now and the next volume.
David Brin's 17M Uplift War is reviewed on page 26

Terry Brooks

First King ofSlJannara
Ltgmd, 1996, 490pp, £16.99

Reviewed by Vikki Lee
Following in the commercially successful footsteps of David
Eddings, Terry Brooks tries his hand at continuing his
Shannara series... backwards. First King ofShannara is described
on the cover as 'the prequel to his best-selling Shannara series',
and although that alone will guarantee sales to his legions of
devoted fans, I was keen to find out if it is as good as the
original Shannara series, or more lik~ the less successful
Heritage ofShannara quartet.
In the aftermath of the 'First War of the Races', the Druids
of Paranor retreat into their collective shells and return to
studying the old sciences - shunning the use of magic. Only

the ancient Druid, Bremen and a few trusted, assorted cohorts
have continued to suk knowledge of the powers they feel
should not be forsak~n.
Bremen has journey~d far into the north and discovered
that, once again, the four races are threatened by the
machinations of the Dark Lord, Brona, himself an outcast of
Paranor since the last war. Along with his trusted friend and
tracker, Kinson, Bremen travels to th~ Valley of Shal~ to
consult with th~ spirits of the dead Ther~, at no little personal
cost, Bremen is granted four suitably cryptic visions of what
will come to pass should Brona not be stopped in his tracks.
Understanding the threat, Bremen returns to Paranor to enlist
the help of the Druids but is disbelieved and sent packing. He
is left with only three Druids who trust him and vow to help:
Tay Trefenwyd, of Elven origin; the dwarf Risca; the human
girl Mar~th; and Kinson.
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Risca ~ts off to warn th( Dwarv(:S and pr(pare them for
battle; Tay travels W(:St 10 persuade the Elven King 10 support
the dwuv(:S and ~arch for the Black Elfston(, a magical stOrK
that must 1x k(pt from falling inlo Brona's hands at all costs.
Brem(n. Mar(th and Kinson, r(turn 10 Paranor with ~avy
heart and attempt to learn th( truth of tlK first of Bremm's
visions: the total destruction ofParanor.
Not having r(ad Terry Brooks's more r(c(nt off(rings, it
took me som( littl( tim( to g(t back inlo a world I (njoyed in
the mid-eighties; his Tolkienesque blend of Elv(:S, Dwarves,
Trolls and Gnomes, probably belongs mor( in Ihe eighties than
!he nin(ties. Brooks draws characlers that you actually find

Deborah Chri5lian
Reviewed by K. V. Bailey

Main/int

yourself caring about: I felt so tir(d for Br(men. tramping
backwards and forwards across the land, that I want(d the old
scientt to provide: a Mountain Bike just to tak( the w(ight off
his poor old legs. Finl King rf Shannara is, after all, a
traditional Dark vs Light quest story, but Brooks is on( of the
fev.' authors nowadays who can tr(ad a well worn path and still
keep you interest(d and ent(rtained along the way.
I was rather pleased that Fint King of Sha"nara turn(d out
to 1x vintage, rather than modern Brooks. I hope in a way, that
this is th( last Shannara novd h( (:Ver writes - it would be nice
for the Shannara scri(s to (nd on a high not(.

TOR. /996, 383pp, 123.95

This is a debut novel which at first glance seems to COver only familiar ground, but which gains stature as it
progresses. This is chiefly due to the author's ability to give her readers lively experiences of what it's like to be moving
across vibrational barriers, switching timdines or being suanded in a spati~temporal limbo. The familiar ground
comprises interplanetary zippings-around, the combats jachd·in cyber antagonists, mutant prodigies, biological
adaptations to alien environments and a profusion of the kinds of gadgets and strategies which go with Bond-style
adventures. We have certainly been there before, but here is someone who tells a story crisply and enables her readers
to live with her characters through even the most extravagant happenings. This makes all the difference.
To illustrate briefly, here is a snip from chapter nineteen: the subject is Vask, the wild·talented Fixer who is able to
achieve both insubstantiality and invisibility by modifying his molecular structure in such a way that 'every particle,
(:Very demental chain that composed the man on the physical plane shifted iu vibratory frequency ever so slighdy upspectrum.' (Techno-babble this may bc, but an acceptable bid for suspended disbdief.)
H( walked in a foggy half-world where mist-soft objects glowed with iIi blue-grey luminescentt born of radiant
molecular en(~ H( apsroachcd the shadowy gate ofTyree Longhouse and moved through the incorporeal structure

h~~fi~~I~~ rKfthehr(w~i~~e~:e~eag~~~~~JJ\~,:~n~o~ =~~~rhcm~~~f ~;~~o~

in
the s.am( manrKr.
Wells's /nvuiblt Ma" may be a subtler psychological/symbolic creation, but is nowhere portrayed to better
kinaesthetic effect. Similarly, Reva, Deborah Christian's central protagonist, has the psi-talent of being able to change
Lines (that is, time-lines), a trick of obvious benefit to a professional assassin. The author dots not, however, treat this
as routine plot machinery, but manages to convey something of the eeriness of shadowy situations where what lies
before and after appears to be determined or, alternatively, open to manipulation. At such points, as she says, 'you
have to make a choice about which way to go, which reality to live in. And if you make too many wrong choices,
there's no telling where you may cnd up.'
Fluctuating margins of reality also characterise the territories inhabited by FlashMan, a for·hire net-runner (the
name is appropriate in that his cyber·manifestation is often lightning-like, but it sounds associatively odd to UK ears).
His on-line exploits are ;argonishly described but, again, are dynamically involving. For example when F1ashMan and
Nomad, a security forces' hacker, form a temporary partnership to crack the HQ defences of the ubiquitous Red Hand
crime organisation. In virtual mode, after evading by a sim-form clone mancxuvre the onslaught of a pantherish ICE
killer,
th( pair ran a swift rcconnoiter of in-house command systems, down corridors and piggyback on data streams... [to
where] on a dais a fi1xr bundle ascended to virtual hnv(n, the direct link [0 somc:thlng physical - a de:ck, perhaps, or
a command console of som( sort.
Rcva, Vask, FlashMan and other characters are tied into complex criminal and anti-criminal operations on the
domed and aquafarmed oceanic planet Sdmun ill where big business is smuggling. Onc runner, the femininely
intuitive and impulsive Lish, is fredance; her rival, Kuruu, is controlled from off-planet by the Red Hand Reva, time·
jumping hit·woman, is employed so variously that her codes of commitment and her emotions (wakened by her
relationship with Lish) get seriously at odds. Her future and ethical attitudes arc left undetermined at the conclusion hinting at a sequel? The most thrilling plotstrand is the smuggling into Selmun ill from the planet Tion of the
borgbeam, huge bi~engineered sea creatures intended as weapons in the war waged by the indigenous underwater
R'debh people against their exploiters, a task - ultimately facilitated by FlashMan - a little reminiscent of the whale
transportation in Star Trek's Tbe Voyage Home, but on a vaster scale. There, as with the 'Ghost-ray' and the giant alien
bounty hunter Yavobo, bigness is characteristic. Proittt\ action, distances, depths arc all on the large scale; but it is
not SO much the macro-features of this novel that lastingly engage the imagination as the micro-shiftings of form and
the streamings and uncertlintics of sentience.
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Artbur C. Clarke
& Mike McQ.uay
Reviewed

Richttr 10
Gollancz, 1996, 341pp, £15.99

by LJ. Hurst

The first reference work I looked at said that the Richter Scale

~~~:r~~ ~:~ ~e ~~~~g ai:l(l~ 0~:ai:al~~~1~~i~:;

fantasy. But another book told me that the scale ends with 10
(although the greatest intensity ever recorded was 9.5 in Iran in
1972), reinstatin~ its scientific credentials. The scale doc:s not
measure destruction - although that is a concomitant - but
the amplitude and frequency of the surface waves. Local
intensity is measured on the Mercalli Intensity Scale, which
runs from I to XII. Oddly enough for a novel about a
~ismologist who wins the Nobel Prize for his researches, I
didn't learn any of this from Rkhttr 10, and I think I should
have been told My encyclopedia is ten years old, but Doctor
Richter was still alive in 1985 - it doc:s not mention Si~nor
Mercalli - if it was still possible I'd like to know their opimons
of this book.
But to begin at the beginning: in his Introduction Arthur
C. Clarke describes how, watching the Los Angeles earthquake
ofJanuary 1994, he conceived and wrote quickly an 850 word
movie outline. He wanted no more involvement - and his
agent turned it not into a movie, but into a novel written
completely by Mike McQuay. He~ it is, with Clarke's
Introduction, and his Outline as an Appendix. Mike McQuay
died soon after completing this, having written (according to
the dust jacket) thirty-five novels, including Memories which
won the Philip K. Dick Award in 1988 - thouSh most of his
work seems to have bttn in pseudonymous ~nes, such as the
Nancy Drew Mysteries.
What McQ.uay was ~iven in the Outline was a ~ries of
events in the life of LewIS Crane as Crane predicts more and

~~~~s,s~iiliss~:ethchu~~~~r;n~:ili~m~u~o=:estoae~~ ~f

which makes it a bit like 2001: A Space Odyssry. However, Crane
has a personal life and a sidekick who turns out to be an Iagofigure; here McQuay adds a massive sub-tat In his future,
Israel has destroyed itself and all the Middle East in a last
Masada-like suicide with atomic bombs, while in North
America the Nation of Islam has absorbed almost all of the
Black population. Daniel Newcombe, Crane's assistant, is a
Black academic drawn into the Nation of Islam who, through
his annoyance at losing his girl to Crane, becomes ready to
sabotage the anti-earthquake project.
Meanwhile North America is run by two rival Asian
companies who place their stooges in the White Hou~. Crane
is exceptionally unfortunate in that the latest president is a

Frcd Clarke

FOUT Head! in the AiT
Rodt.el Publishing, 1995, 91pp, £4.95

Reviewed by Maureen Speller
There is a school of thought which claims that a writer's life
has no place in his fiction: indeed, numerous literary figures
have done their uonost to dodge the unwelcome attentions of
biographers. On the other hand, people are undeniably
fascinated by stories of their favourite author's formative years,
and if the biographer is a sibling, the fascination increases.
However, Fred Clarke's FOllr Huuis in th~ Air is more than
simply a memoir of brother Arthur's childhood It is an
account of the early years of all four Clarke children, Arthur,
Fred, Nora and Michael, between the two World Wars, and
their mother's efforts to kttp Ballifants Farm going despite her
husband's failing health and his early death. Money was always
short and while they never went hungry, the children were

Chinese transsexual who wants to kttp her gender ~cret, and
so is easily subject to blackmail and manipulation. On the
other hand, Crane is lucky enough to be able to offer bets to
the whole world on when the next earthquake will occur, win,
and so be~ome a billionaire who can continue to pay for his
own expenments.
This b?l:?k mixes massive physical changes with powerdeallOg politics - but none of the characters are fit to deal with
them. Although Clarke never met McQuay, what McQuay has
done is what Clarke and Gentry Lt:e did in Rama Jl - put
together the most ill-fitted group possible and make them
representatives of humanity having to face an enormous
i;~d"rt: ~~:;s~;r~.lJ, of cour~, these people are not up to
So,

~ook

at these enormous rival groups: the rich scientist,

~~~a~~:no~~~I.~~~~j~;~~~~~ati~::;I~ith ~r~:i.rNi~a~~e

ever St:ems to suggest that the threats facing them all (and
everyone has to cover them~lves against skin cancer because
the Israeli bombs destroyed the ozone layer, did I mention

~:;~n~h~~I~1

i~u;:;ZJ,t~oo~n~ehenEheal~ar~;s~n~~

cili:
arranges for it to be done in the Himalayas: 'And today, this
very afternoon, there would be the first quake since 1255 in
this region... Only Crane would choose this day, this place for
their wedding. It was perfect'
. Clarke's outline mentions religious cultists, who want
thmgs left to God. He does not mention the Nation of Islam,
but McQuay has added other details about their
fundamentalism. So, they arc oppo~d to earthquake research
or the attempts to prevent quakes, and when they occupy the
southern states after the mid-west and the MississippI are
devastated, they farm on an almost organic scale; yet they are
not aver~ to other technology: Mohammed Ishmael, their
leader, doesn't attend mtttings himself, he sends a hologram.
No other character seems to suggest, nor does the author, that
this is hypocritical. In fact, the tone of the whole of the book is
morally neutral. Newcombe goc:s to prison at the end because
Crane's son dies in the sabotage attempt - but Newcombe is
not presented as a wor~ person. Crane's wife-to-be wants to
marry him - I didn't find him very attractive. He may be
trying to save the world in his way, a less destructive way than
Sumi Chan or Mohammed Ishmael, but he mixes with those
characters quite easily.
However, this book offers a challenge of another kind for
potential authors. Read Clarke's Introduction and Outline
first; go away and plan how you would do it Then read
McQuay's novel. Afterwards, compare what he did with your
notes and ask your~lf: did he do justice to the story he had to
tell? It could be a rewarding exercise.

obliged to take a share of work on the farm and life was not
always as carefree as a child might hope. Nevertheless, it is clear
that the Clarke children remember those years with affection,
and that they were each touched by their mother's indomitable
spirit.
Inevitably, of most interest to science fiction readers are the
vignettes of the young Arthur C. Clarke, constructing crystal
~adio ~ts for friends at half-a-crown each, wiring the farm with
Its own personal telephone system, constructing a Meccano
stand for his telescope, and always with a book about his
person, whether breaking stones for the new trackway or
cooling off in the stream during a summer heatwave.
Nevertheless, Fred Clarke's own memories of country life are
entertaining, whether he's singing in the choir or delivering
telegrams for his aunt or, in league with his older brother
burning hornets out of a tree. And it cannot be denied that hi~
reminiscences provide an unusual slant on the life of one of
our foremost sf writers!
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Nancy A. Collins, Edward E. Kramer
&: Martin H. Gret:nberg (Eds)

Dark Love

Hodder er SJ()II~hIOn, /996, 402pp, £9.99
Stepbeo Jooes &:
Dark Terrors
Davld Sutloo (Eds)
Goii4na, /995, 379pp, £15.99
Rl'viwed by Stephl'n Paynl'.
Tw? c?lIections, 42 horror storia:, both carrying 'Dark' in
thm title. Dark Tmrm kicks off (or maybe thal should be
'boots u~') ~ith 'More Tomorrow' by Michacl Marshall Smith,
a paranoid httlc tale of tlK: Internet and the information in
~is Ca$( a seria:. of photographs, that might be posted ther~. It
IS a very effective, atremc:ly unsettling piece and no doubt
reflects the editors' in~era:t in s~ories with a contemporary
theme. And they are mlera:ted In contemporary themes: in
'Sampled', St~e Rasnic Tern considers the sounds a deathmetal ~and might umple to create their music (thollgh
depending somt'What on the illusion of the rock 'n' roll
lifestyle) and in 'Where the: Bodia: Are Buried 3: Black and
~ite and Red All Over', Kim Ne:wman rekindla: society's ongomg concerns for the effects of 'video nasties' and censorship
generally. It is Ne:wman's usual liberal rally against the acesses:
and intolerance of the media, but is a sophisticated argument.
nonethdess. A series of killings appear to emulate the murders
in a cheap horror video (of the: SIOry's title), so the video is
bann~ But the killings continue unabated, so the crime scena:
are fi!ted-~p b~ the media and the: Police to make it appear as if
the VideO IS stili to blame. The story is not particularly scary
an~ I susP:"ct that Nt'Wman is really interested in the way
society aunbutes blame, as if a human being's motivation is as
easily programmed as a video recorder. Also worthy of note is
'Splatter of Black' by Charles A. Grimlich, a grim war story

Glen Cook

Bleak Seasons
Tor, 1996, 3/6pp, J22.95

Raymood E. Felsl

Rise ofa Merchant Prince
Morrow, 1995, 406p;, S23.00

Reviwed by Joo Wallace
~ve,!, nov~l has a lead character (or characters, I suppose) whose
Job IS to give I.he readers someone to identify with, or care about,
or at least to give them a thread 10 follow.
In Bim/r. SutJo"J Ihis is Murgen, Standard-bearer of the Black
Company, member of the Old Crew, the ftw original members of
the Co~pany left Tht Sixth Chronicle of the Black Company
wu wnllen five years aftu the publication of the lut volume
Drm~.ofStltl. luckily, Cook has wriuen this novd in such a way
that It IS not neccsury to read the earlier ones.
That is one good thing about RiJ( of" Mtrchll"t !tina also.
The plol, while relying on the first volume of the St:rpentwar
doesn't do it so heavily that you have to have read SbaJJqy of ~
D",k !!!tun. Just as well rully, becaus.e I don't think that I'd likt
to havt to go. back and read the earlier volumt, not OD the
strength of thiS one. Don't get me wrong, this book has its
strengths, but they are outweighed by the weaknesses.
In Roe Avery, FtiSl has created a hero who is easy to dislike..
Oh, I'm s.ure Feist thinks that he's just a bit of a rogue who
r~ms hm.lself towards the end, but I didn't find anything to
like about him. The contrast belWttn Roe and Murgen is marked.
M~rgen has no pretensions, he is u he appears to be, a war~ralned mercenary who is loyal to his friends and leadtrs, and who
IS sm~rt enough 10 be respecled by them in return; Roe Avery is a
grasping, s.elfish bardy-principled advtnturer.
The plotlines too are very difftrentln BiuIlt SaroJJJ, Murgen
tells the story of the sitge of DePlore by the forces of the
Shadowmasltrs and the rt-appearance of the Lady and Croaker,

that follows a mercenary, armtd to the tttth with automatic
weapons, out to rescut tht damsel in distress from a bunch of
shapt-changing monsters. There are a ft'W fillers and oddities
here. notably 'I've Come To Talk With You Again' by Karl
Edward, W~ner and an old Ramsey Campbell S10ry, 'The
Puppets, which I would loosely describe as gothic but overall
the collection fttls very well balanced.
'
Dar~ l..avt is much nar.rower in its cast and the majority of
the: stones lack any fantastic dements at all. Th~ remit seems to
be ~, sex and violenct, and sexual viol~nce (tue this as a
wammg) and the collection is very much concerned with the
untt:wrcd mind of the serial killer. Hown'er the lead story,
'L~~ch .at ~ Gotham Cafe' by Stephen King, shoW1 some
orlgmality as I~ trac~ a ~rted husband agrtting to one last
desptrate m«:ung With hiS estranged wife and her professional
help at a cafe where._. Wdl, I won't say. This is a very odd
story, ,!ery powerful, and not at all what I apected. It is the
aceptlon though, and the chasing paclc do tend to blend into
one another. Which is a shame as there are some good pieces
knocking around, like 'Ra Erg' by Robert Weinberg, the tale of
a sort of Ialterday Jdcyll and Hyde; '11K: Penitent' by John
P()'ton Cooke, an atrtme and upsetting tale of self-mutilation
and sadc>m~chism; and 'B~bara' by John Shirley, where an
affluent. mJddle--c1:w, white woman finds redemption in
murder and robbery (and as with many of these stories the
plot hinges on ~ un~~1 partner). For once, the best, ~r at
le~t the. m?!t disturbmg. IS saved to last. 'Loop' by Douglas
Wmter IS little more than a narrative that trails one man's
jO.ur':lCf into p?rnography; a journey that potentially lies
W1thm us all. Wmter dares to tue us inside the sexuality of a
man, dares to ask the questions that we are too scared to ask
and I~ s~ared to answ.er. If ther~ is horror here, h~ is saying,
then It IS m understanding one thing: ourselves.

the stn:'i-mythicallea~rs.oftht Black Company, thought to have
been kIlled on the ptams Il1 front of the city. Cook flings us back
and forward as Murgen's consciousneu hunts through the evtnts
that have ltd to the pres.ent situation. We are given enough clues
to the past .events that they are easily dteiphercd. Tht reader is
forced to thll1k and pay clos.e attention to the twists and turns of
th~ plots. a~d diversions encountered by the Company and their
allies. ThIs IS a book whert magic and tht supernatural vie with a
hard-billen military style which I associate with tht: US Marines.
For all tha~, .the magic lives. It is taken for granted by all the
chara:tcrs, It IS used and ~tS~ttd u part of the livts they live.
RIJ( of" Mtrdlll1ll Pri"a IS the story of the - erm - rise of
Roe Avery, from the position of lowly pardoned murdertr to the
h~ad of a tradin.g co~lomtration headed for the lOp. It stuts
WI~ a band of mtrepld adventurers, survivors of a great battle
agamst the forces of the Emerald Quten across the sta, bUI it
bteomes apparent that the enemy have not been defeated, only
slowed down.._ Which is where things slowed down for me. The
company splits. into those who re-<nlist, like Roo's childhood
compamon, Enk von Darkmoer, and those like Roe who leave
the armr- Roe, in p~rticular, decides that what he really wants is
to ~ .nch; and ':hIS book lost my inleresl Roo's subsequent
dedication 10 making a profit from the greed and misfortune of
othen is abhorrenl to me..
Whtn the book follows the fortunes of von Darkmoer in the
army and Nakor and his ~sciple on Sorcerors Isle to drum up
support for the war effort, It was more interesting 10 me.. I would
have .lik~ more a.bout them and k:ss about Roe Aver(s
machma~ons and hiS casual disrtgard for the ftelings of those
around hl~: There .art also demtnts of the supernatural in this
nove~ but IllS there In a remole way. it plays no part in the day 10
day life of the people of the towns and villages..
Of these two on-going s.eries, I would perhaps buy the nat
Black Company book, but I couldn't sustain enough interest in
the St:rpenlwar Sa&a to be bothered about what happens next
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Ell eo Datlow

&:

Terr.

RMby Slippers. Golden Tean
AtIOnor.w. 1995, 416pp, 122.00

Windling (eds)
Revi~(d

by Ch(rith Baldry

This is lM third collection of r(Worked fairy stories put
together by these editors, after Snrn. Whir~ Blood Rul and B14d
11Iom, Whirl Rose. If you have read the earlier collection, then
you don't nttd this review; you'll probably go straight out and
buy this n(W volume, if you haven't already done so.
N(W readers, start here. The editors' introduction about the
nature of fairy talc material r($Cues it from the nursery; these
S!ories arc not just for children, but for everyone. They make
the point that writers of fairy stories arc working in a longestablished tradition and outline some of the history, showing
that the forms in which fairy talcs arc most familiar to us now
arc often relatively recent versions of ancient stories that
appear in many cultures, writers like Perrault and collectors
like the Brothers Grimm had a large body of work from the
oral tradition to draw on.
So these writers are not using original ideas; Datlow and
Windling quote Angela Carter, hersdf an eminent writer of
fairy tales, in comparing the art to the individual interpretation
of a well·known recipe: This is how I make potato soup.' The
originality in these stories comes from how the writers have
brought their own interests, insights and language to bear on
their basic material, and in so doing have created something
personal and unique. In the words of the editors: '_.with this
common straw they make gold, and language is the wheel on
which they spin.'
With this in mind, one of the main points of interest about
the book is to compare the contrasting treatments that
different writers give to the same story. The fairy tales vary
from those wc gr(W up with - 'Sleeping Beauty' and
'Rumpelstiltskin' among others - to material from the Far
East, Russia and Native American culture, as well as versions of
more modem stories like 'The Wizard of Oz' and Hms

Psychovill~

CbrJstopher Fowler

Warner Books, /995, 417//, £7.99

Revi(w(d by John Newsinger
There are only a f~ contemporary authors whose work I
regularly read as it comes out: Kim Stanlcy Robinson, Paul J.
McAuley, lan McDonald, lain Banks... and Christopher Fowler.
Ever since Roofitrorld I have been an admirer of his work, and
each successive novel has increased my liking. But what of
PJydHnJilk, a contemporary horror slory spanning the dc1:adc
1985 to 1995? Does it maintain the standard of his earlier
books? Only partly.
1'JydHnJilk is about class., about the wounds inflicted by lM
class system and, of course, about vengeancc. It tells lM story
of Billy March, a young boy wh~ working class family arc
l'CSCttled outside London in wcll·tc>do middle class Invicta
Cross. It is 1985; the March family find life increasingly
difficult, struggling desperately to keep their heads above water,
but failing. Their middle class neighbours look: down their
noses at them, are at best unsympathetic, at worst positively
hostile. Young Billy becomes convinced that his family's
misfortunes arc not just bad luck, but the result of a conspiracy
to drive them out. There is plenty of circumstantial evidence to
support this vi(W.
This first section of the novel is excellent. Fowler really has
a good grasp of the hidden injuries inflicted by the class system.
His exploration of how snobbish, narrow-minded, callous and
greedy the English middle class can be is very well done. The

Anderscn's '1bc Little Match Girl'. The story that appears
most is probably 'Sleeping Beauty' which turns up in both a
traditional and a late-twentieth century setting, as well as in a
poem which looks at the Holocaust in a way that rcalls Jane
Yolen's novel, BriAr Rose. (Though most of the contributions
are stories, lMre arc a f(W poems.) There's a contrasting pair of
stories about the changcling child: '1bc Printer's Daughter' by
Dclia Shennan, set in Elizabethan England, and a Kience
fiction story by Janc Yolcn, 'The Travelcr and the Talc', which
perhaps more than any other piece in the book underlines the
powtr and the imporunce of story.
Two of the stories that impressed me most were Tanith
Ltt's 'The Beast' and Nancy Krcss's 'Summer Wind', both of
which turn the original S!ories round to look at them from a
completely n(W angle. The Kress in particular is a beautifully
atmospheric pi«e of writing, filled with a piercing sadncss. I
also enjoyed very much John Brunner's 'The Emperor Who
Had Never Seen a Dragon', a Chinese talc with a background
evoked in meticulous detail as well as the transient but
unforgettable dragon of the title.
The book isn't all high drama or high fantasy. There's
macabre humour in Gahan Wilson's 'Hansel and Grettel' and
Gene Wolfe's wry version of the Russian 'The Death of
Koshchei the ~athlcss', and humour of a more basic kind in
'Roach in Loafers' by Roberta Lanncs and 'Billy Fearlcss' by
Nancy A. Collins; both of these stories transport their original
plots and characters into strikingly different backgrounds and
succeed brilliantly.
I didn't like every story in the book, but then the range is
so wide that I wouldn't ap«t to. To say there's something for
everyone might suggest the contents are inoffensively bland,
but this would be a mistake. There's something for everyone
because the stories contrast so strikingly and challenge in so
many different ways. 1bcre's also a list of further reading for
enthusiasts and on top of all this it's a beautifully produced
book; what more could you ask?

failure of Rob March and his wife, Angela, to withstand the
misfortune and the hostility they encounter in Invicta Cross is
convincingly recounted The family disintegrates with their
tragedy culminating in Angda's death and Ray and Billy's
flight back to London.
Billy's own experience of life among the middle class is
similarly grim. Isolated, despised, bullied, his only friends were
Oliver, the disturbed son of the local undertaker, and April, the
even more disturbed daughter of a local r«luse. This embattled
group pay lM price of their difference, of their inability to
conform.
But enough of this misery. It is now 1995, ten years later; as
the narrator tells us, wc have 'ploughed through that ghastly
catalogue of woes' and now he is sure wc want to sce 'Billy
choke the remorse from his tormentors' throats.' Vengeance is
coming and about bloody time.
For fm, the second half of Psydwilk is a bit of a let down,
however. Fowler does not, in hct, give us a full-blooded
unrestrained avenging angel arfmd with the sword of justice
and wreaking havoc among the wrongdocr.i.. People are
horribly murdered, but the adults who return to exact
retribution lose the sympathy they had as children even before
Fowler springs the book's big surprise. I was actually beginning
to feel sorry for at least some of the unfortunate inhabitants of
Invicta Cross; either Fowler lost his nerve or he was trying to
be too clever.
What starts out as a very powerful novel runs into the sand
towards the cnd Still, PJychOfliJJe is very much worth reading;
unfortunately, the single.minded nastiness of, say, lain Banks's
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Comp/it:iI:J is just not there.
One last point: is there a trend mre? Art: W(' in for a flood
of novels wm:re the victims of the Thatcher-Major nightmare
inflict retribution on its beneficiaries? The chickens of

increasing inequality, inse<urity and poverty coming home at
long last like so many vampire bats.. I certainly hope so;
vengeance has always been more satisfying than political
correctness.

Ctltt/;al Mat/en

long chunk of moon matter, is to lead Project Sunthief which
aims to capture a portion of the sun itself and drop it on the
Middler capital of'AngXao.
The project is ill fated from the start. Aias, taking leave
while Chandta's Tear is being refitted, is attacked and nearly
killed in a Middler attack on a ship between Tyre and Athens,
well inside the Dclian League. He is assigned a Spartan
commando as a bodyguard, a North Atlantean Xeroki named
Yellow Hare. The launch of Chandra's Tear is brought forward
by the Archons of Oeles, with the final components of Project
Sunthief being assembled in flight. On the far side of the orbit
of the Moon, they are attacked again by Middler kites. A spy
and saboteur may be aboard The twin scientific and military
command of the Chandra's Tear breaks down in suspicion,
recrimination and outright mutiny as the damaged ship
continues out through the planets and celestial spheres to the
sun.
This has to be one of the oddest interplanetary adventures
since Bob Shaw's 17n RJzggui Aslro"aMls. It's quite absorbing and
fast paced, despite the rather two-wmensional characters who
JKVer fully move outside their assigned roles: Spartan duty and
honour, scientific resourcefulness, or the deviousness and
inscrutability of foreigners. And the ending is telegraphed,
almost from the discovery of the real saboteurs of the ill-fated
mission. Aside from its intriguing central premise, this reads
like a curiously old fashioned, indeed dated, type of sf
adventure, rather like Star Trd in togas. It's engaging, and quite
likable, and has its moments (and also, it has to be said, its
moments of stodgy portentousness), but its lack of real
characters, complete absence of any subplol, and
straightforward single-viewpoint storyline are not really where
the rest of sf is in the 90s.

Ricbard Garfinkte

TOR. J99~ 348pp, J23.95

Reviewed by Stt:vt: }t:fft:ry

The blurb of Richard Garfinkle's first sf novel rather
engagingly describes this as 'ancient hard SF', opening a whole
new sub genre of alternate history sf. Or it might, if you
couldn't, with equal justification, argue the same of the
Hermetic playground of Mary Gentle's 'White Crow' stories..
It's a nice conceit: what if the scientific worldview of hundreds,
or even thousands of years ago had been right, and the
Universe worked and moved as they supposed? Garfinkle takes
us right back to the Ptolemaic universe of the ancient Greeks.
In this Universe, the moon, sun and planets are fl][ed to
crystalline celestial spheres as they orbit a fixed central Earth,
and the ac:ther in between is filled with rarefied, breathable air
- how would the Sun burn otherwise? Travel bet\1.'('('n the
planets is thus a matter of harnessing the natural properties of
matter inherent in the elements of fire, earth, air and water,
and the proper motions of celestial matter, allied to
Pythagorean science and navigation.
On Earth, the empires of Greece and the Middle Kingdom
have been locked in a war for nine centuries, atending from
the borders of Tibet to the Mississip of North Atlantea.
Neither side can break the stalemate, grounded on mutual
incomprehension of the science and technology behind the
weaponry of the other. Against the firegold and rarefied air
evac throwers of the Greek Delian League are the kites and
mysterious Xi lances of the Middlet5. Now this is about to
change. Aias, graduate of the Athenian Akademe and scientific
commander of the Chandra's Tear, carved entire from a mile-

Davtd Gemmelt

l1Je Legend ofDtathwalktr
Bantam Press, /996, 334pp, £/5.99

Revit:-wed by Andy Mills
Another volume in the Oruss cycle by the high priest of heroic
fantasy, this is a rollicking adventure story. Hackneyed, to be
sure, yet most en)ayable - even if, like tlut ubiquitous Chinese
feast, it fills you up at the time but leaves you hungry not long
after finishing the meal.
Oruss is an old warrior standing atop the walls of the
fortress Ores Delnoch. With the other defenders he awaits the
next onslaught of the Nadir fighters, led by the warlord Ulric.
In order to calm a frightened raw recruit he tells the boy of a
previous siege, one where he fought alongside: the Nadir. It is
this tale, set thirty years in the past, which Gemmell tells.
Oruss is in the Gothir capital of Gulgothir for the Games
when Klay, his opponent, is mortally wounded in an alehouse
attack mounted against Druss. Oruss is told of the Eyes of
Alchazzar, fabulous jl=wels which will m:aI Klay. The stones are
supposed to be hidden in the sacred Nawr shrine of Oshikai
Demon-bane, but the young Nawr called Talisman (whose life
Druss has just saved) is also after the McGuffin; crucially, so
are two thousand highly trained Gothir troops, led by the
fanatical Gargan. Talisman has killed Gargan's son; as may be
guessed, Gargan is not aactly chuffed about this. There are
numerous sub-plots concerning Nadir shamen, the fate of
Oshikai and his sorceress, Oruss's poet companion, Sieben, and
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the latter's new-found love (these two are the refreshing light
voices in the book), and a host of supporting characters. All
these: lead towards an epic siege in which Oruss and a couple of
hundred assorted tribesmen defend the shrine against the
Gothir, and which earns the big warrior the sobriquet of
Dcathwalker.lbe siege itself is suitably spectacular, though the
use of a dan Cl M4Lhi,," to bring it to a conclusion is a
disappointment.
From the clichb:! opening words (The moon hung like a
sickle blade over Ores Delnoch ...') you will guess - rightly that there is nothing new to be found here. Gemmell's book
has no pretensions to innovation. This is heroic fantasy in the
Howard tradition, with everything that entails: valorous
warriors, wily shamen, beautiful women, sly politicians, mad
leaders. Gemmell glories in the honour of men fighting for a
just cause, though he balances that with a gritty attitude to
death and injury and to man's inhumanity to his fellow man.
There is here a mature realisation of the meaning of 'just
causes'; the irony of the final Ores Dclnoch scynenl, which
pits Oruss against the very Nawr he set on the road to unity
and power, exemplifies this. It certainly gives the book a
darker, W('arier tone which helps make up for its deficiencies.
Fans of the genre will not be disappointed by 17Jt Ltgnsd Of
DlIllbwa/lur. Those who, like myself, only occasionally sample
its wares will find that Gemmell's honed skills set this book
above the mass of undistinguished works with which fantasy is
awash.
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Davld Gemmell

DIe Complete Chronicles ofthe Jerusalem Man

Legtnd, 1995, 912pp, £15.99, £9.99 pb

Reviewed by Steve Jeffery
jauJakm Man collects in a chunky omnibus edition the three novels that feature David Gemmell's seemingly
indestructible hero, )on Shannow. Hero or anti-hero? I must admit that at the end of these three books, Wolf in
Shad01J1, The !AJ/ Guardian and Bloods/one, I am less sure about whether you are meant to admire, or flinch from,
Shannow than when I started
Shannow is a man of violence, in a time of violence. Wolf in Shad.ow starts in a post-apocalyptic world, some three
hundred years after the Fall, which has reverted to the level of the frontier wild west Shannow's survival rests in his
guns and his reputation, while his sanity, rather more questionably, rests in his faith in his Bible and his dream of the
lost city of)erusalem.
So what makes this a fantasy rather than a post-modern western? In this world there are stones, Daniel Stones or
Sipstrassi, that come from a world long before the Fall. So long ago, in fact, that the world has fallen not once, but
twice, and these stones are remnants of a civilisation once known as Atlantis. The Stones have the power to heal, to
confer health and immortality, but they can be corrupted by blood, and then become almost parasitic in their
requirement for ever more blood to sustain their power. With sufficient charge, the Stones can form a link between
the three worlds, opening gateways across time. From this ability are derived many of the plot threads and the large,
sometimes confusing, cast of characters that cross and recross through the three books, and three worlds, of The
]erusakm Man. At times Shannow is reminiscent of Moorock's Elric: an archetypal champion tortured by a past guilt
(the accidental killing of a young boy). At other times he is the Man with No Name from Clint Eastwood's mystical
revenge western High Plains Drifter, or even Arthur, the once and future king with his Grail dream. Against him are the
ungodly: brigands, rapists, thieves and men corrupted by power and greed And against all are arrayed, literally, the
armies of Satan, the Hellbom.
A large part of the popularity of GemmeU's fantasies, I suspect, derives from this multi-layering, almost
overloading, of deliberately archetypal and mythic elements. This is particularly evident in the )on Shannow novels.
Gemmell plumbs widely, if not too deeply, across a whole range of cultural trigger points, which borrow freely from
history, genre fiction, popular culture and Biblical and New Age mythologising. It could all get a bit much, indeed it
sometimes does as you encounter Noah's Ark, the Titanic, Armageddon, ICBMs, time travel, beast men, the High
Priests of Atlantis and a whole lot more besides. What holds it together is sheer storytelling pace; the action barely lets
up for a moment as Gemmell constantly pulls new, unexpected, and sometimes outrageous, twists on the plot. There
are occasional lapses, sometimes credulity IS strained; Bloodstone relies a little too much towards the end on coincidence
and 'cavalry over the hill' arrivals, and nu!AJ/ Guardian starts with (as Gemmell freely admits) one of the most bare-

fac~u~~:i;~~ail;~~c:~bi~u~ou~rfi~~:es~(~~~nnow

who dominates these novels. I think we are meant to be troubled
by him, by his instant violence and sense of God-given right For all that Shannow is a man of his time, where the
meek, the weak and the vacillating quickly inherit the earth - all six foot of it - and strength and a sure aim are the
only lasting qualities, we might empathise with but not wholly admire his brand of instant and summary vigilantism.
It is Bloods/one, of all the three books, that most seems to recognise the danger in this, and sets Shannow against a
distorted mirror of himself.
While Gemmell often stacks the odds (cruelty to animals or children is often a sure sign that rou won't survive to
the end of the book) some characters are allowed to redeem themselves by an act of selflessness. It s not always so dear
cut Amaziga is a thoroughly unforgiving, unlikeable character, prepared to sacrifice anybody, ultimately her own son,
to regain her lost lover. But really, in the end, the difference between the quick and the dead still comes down to
allowing one moment of greed or weakness.

Steven GouId

Wi/dside
TOR, 1996, 316pp. J22.95

Reviewed by Steve Palmer
The premise of Steven Gould's ~cond novel is that an
a1t~rnative Earth exists at the other end of a tunnel at the back
of an American lot, and Earth where there arc no people and
henc~ there has been no aploitation of the land and its
resources. Charli~, and eighteen-year-old kid, has found the
tunnel and the other Earth, where he discovers bison, sabretoothed tigers and some passenger pigeons - which h~ takes
back to th~ r~al Earth.
Over the next few chapters Charlie tries to sell these
pig~ons to various institutions, involving four of his buddies
along the way. An interesting scenario b~ins as the institutions
try to work out where the~ extinct animals are coming from.
Regrettably, this sc~nario is then compktely ignored as th~ rest
of th~ novels tells th~ tal~ of (i) adol~sunt in-fighting b~tween

the kids, (ii) int~rminable flying trips across th~ plains of the
oth~r Earth, (iii) the kids' family probl~ms, (iv) some more
flying, complete with t~chnical acronyms and conversions of
kilometres to nautical miles, (v) the timid appearance of some
plot as th~ institutions, the military, and probably the FBI,
ch~ th~ kids, and (vi) some more flying, this time in a
diff~rent plane.
This is not the most thrilling novel I have read It is not a
bad novel, but it is about as engaging as a photo-story in Jac*ie
magazine. Maybe American teenagers will like it.
The five main characters have the fascinating property of
being paradoxically different and identical. On the one hand
th~ are diff~rent sexes, different races, have different
attributes, diff~rent sexual orientations (what a surpri~) and
th~ speak differently. On the other hand anyone of the five
could b~ replaced by any other at any time: as f r~ad the novel I
found myself playing Zen Happy Families, mixing and
matching the charact~rs yet altering nothing.
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Some of the dialogue is surreal; 'Move that, you
ambulatory pot of glue!' 'How about a proof.of·concept
demo?' '''Charlie! You okay~ She was crying. "Shaken, not
stirred-Iu.id'
Quite. Meanwhile our narrator, Charlie, is able to tell if a
man is intelligent or not just by looking at him \That guy
from Sandia Labs looked pretty bright'), and a girl he is after
has 'soft breasts, hard thighs' - blimey, what a combination!
Particularly irritating is the excessive <ktail concerning how to
fly aeroplanes. I really did not nc:cd to know that HALO stands

for High Altitude-Low Opening. Taking out the aerodynamics
lessons, the descriptions of prc-flight and pr«:iscly how cold air
gusts work near cliffs, would reduce the novel to two-thirds its
current length.
I cannot recommend this novel, unlw the reader is an
American tc:cnager, in which case it might hold some interest.
But characters who feel their can go red and arc conSC'quently
grateful to be wearing headsets when told a friend is gay are not
my cup of tea, thank you very much.

Ann Halam

like Dita, know the neighbours, be a part of his community;
and he hopes that in this place he will flOd it. His mother
seems more sociable, but then strange things begin to happen.
Theft is an empty house where a peculiar object appears and
uncanny things happen at night until Eisa makes a 'spell' to
protect them. Although he humours her, Andrei does not
beli~ in her spell, but when he breaks it strange things begin
to happen again.
What was Eisa's spell? Did it work or was it coincidence?
What is the secret of the old houSC'? The questions increase as
events move on, forcing Andrei into action which eventually
leads to his discovery of the answers to these and other
questions.
The book is very well written, as one would expect from the
pSC'udonymous Gwyneth Jones. The characters arc completely
believable; Andrei's wishes and dreams wake sympathetic
reactions from the reader, and his relationships with his family
and friend Dita are entirely natural. The gradual build up of
suspcnSC' is accllent and the denouement exciting as well as
satisfying. Although it is marketed as a children's book and so
has Iw complaity and f~r layers than GwynethJones' adult
books, I would recommend it unhesitatingly to anyone wanting
a good, well told, eminentJy readable story.

771t Ftar lIdan
Orion, /995, /35pp, £9.99

Reviewed by HdC'n McNabb
This book scared me. This is a good thing; it is meant to be a
sary book, and although it is aimed at younger readers, it
seems likely that it would scare them too. This is not a horror
story, there is no blood and gore, nor violence and mayhem,
but rather a subtle and skilful build up of suspensc.
The first person narrator, Andrei, is a boy in his mid-teens,
with a past which is a mystery to him as well as to the reader.
He knows nothing about his own father, nor his mother's
origins, but is well aware that his mother's behaviour is
SC'cretive and unusual. They have moved frequently, his mother
SC'ldom mixes outside the home and SC'ems convinced that she
is being pursued Is she? Or is it paranoia? Andrei can see no
signs of pursuit and his defence against the situation is not to
ask questions. They had been 'normal' for a time, when his
stepfather was alive, but after his stepfather's death the running
and moving had begun again, with his younger sister Eisa and
brother Mu: added to the family unit. All Andrei wants is to
be 'normal', to live in one place, go to onc school, have friends

Peter F. HamlltoD

TIlt Rtalily DyifunClioll

Maani/14n, 1996, 954pp, £16.99

Reviewed by Gary Dalkin
AppC'arancC's dC'cC'ivC'. This massivC' volumC', packagC'd as a sdf·containC'd novd, is thC' first ofThC' Nigh[,s Dawn trilogy.
WhilC' what looks like' thC' latC'st contC'ndC'r in thC' C'pic spacC' opC'ra stakC's is also modC'rn horror C'pie. Thl Rulity

f!t~~~~;afi~~~~~~si~b~~~~:tby,:i~id~mJ~~i~~s~f~ha~~u~~::r~~a~~~~~~~~ ~~~k~l~:x~::~e:B~~ (~~~gh

thC' latC'r's Psych/OWl dOe'S comC' to mind). In this caSC', discarnatC' intdligC'ncC'S from bcoyond thrC'atC'n, not a single small
town, but an entire Confederation of star synC'ms.
2611: humanity has coloni~ 862 synC'ms. This ConfC'dC'ration of sett.lC'd worlds, biologically C'ngineered spacC'
habitats and mined astC'roids, which indudC'S two splC'ndidly rea1i~ aliC'n races. ope:ratC'S on much thC' samC'

~d~~~~~t1rri~~~taJ~~~~~~~C'i:C'~~~~~~~d~~~~t~~~~r~ :~C'~~~i~:~~~~S~~~hi~ d~;~~~C'A~

like' the Mandd books, humans arC' oftC'n intC'rfaced with thC'ir machinC'ry/computC'rs, hC'rC' via 'nwral nanonics', whilC'
thC' 'EdC'nisu' go furthC'r, having engineC'red a form of telepathy through sphcing into thC'ir DNA an 'affinity gC'nC"
and 'nC'uron symbionu'.
LalondC' is a first stagC' (i.C'. agrarian) EurapC'an Christian Ethnic colony world ThC' climatC' is tropicaL conditions
primitivC'. WC' follow thC' arrival of a new group of colonists from Earth as thcoy journq uprivC'r and carvC' hOffiC'stC'ads
from thC' rainforC'st. It is hC'rC' that chancC' conspirC's to opC'n a brC'ach in rC'ality. ThC' aforC'mC'ntionC'd discarnatC'
intelligC'ncC's come through and pOSSeSS the colonists. The: possC'ssC'd havC' C'xtraordinary, largC'ly dC'structivC', physical
powC'rs, and gradually thq thrC'atC'n to C'ngulf thC' ConfedC'ration.

inv~~;:ti~~s si:~a~~h~~lt::;t '::~;:JC'~~~C'~: :h:~:~js~C'~~i:s~f ~~s~l~; ~i~sr;,~bo~b;::k~~i~d::~~;

agC'nt tracking illcogal arms smugglC'rs, thC' C'arly career of an EdC'nin starship captain, the trading adVC'nturC'S ofJoshua
CalvC'rt, thC' nominal hC'ra. By thC' C'nd of this volumC' thC' ramifications of thC'sc- strands remain unrC'SOlved, so it is
impossiblC' to say how relC'Vant thq will b«omC' to thC' ovC'rall dC'sign, though hC'rC' thq oftm havC' thC' dfm of
slowing an alrC'ady dC'nsc-ly populated narrativC' to the unhurried mC'andC'ring of LalondC"s snowlilie: dogged rivC'r, thC'
JuhffC'.

ThC' world building is extraordinarily complC'x. ThC'rC' arC' a vast numbC'r of locations, organisations, starships, and
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to b~ introduced. Whil~ som~ of th~ charact~rs ar~ wdl drawn, th~r~ ar~ doz~ns of oth~rs who ar~ Iittl~ mor~
than nam~s attached to gov~rnm~nt or military positions - and as w~ oft~n l~av~ th~m for hundreds of pag~s at a
rim~, it bo:om~ hard to ev~n r~m~mb~r who ev~ryon~ is, I~t alonl: car~ abOUI th~ir fat~. Oth~r charact~rs are cliches th~ priest who regains his strength through spiritual crisis, the hardbitten blond~ journalist who will do anything (see
Rama 1/, Man) to climb the corporate ladd~r - or plain unlikeable. Joshua is obsts~ with stX and money to the
;~I~:~i~g~~J~~I;;n~~7~~';fla:x~eei~g~ving his own skin. lone Salanda, th~ female l~ad, is a less appealing
There is a striow problem with stx. Not only is there far too much of it - I began to imagine the book was so long
becaust it wasn't going to end until ev~ryone had had everyone d~ at least once, if nOI half-a-dozen times in a zero

f:~?b~~t~; ~;tttr;:f~:r::. iraU i~%~~~~d~~~~:n~r::~°h~I~~a;~~:~:~a;e~~~mth;~i:7 ~:iv~ti~l ;~~~W

heiress on a strict Christian planet, who will almost certainly be ruin~ by his behavior. The oth~r also claims to be a
Christian, but d~s so in th~ middl~ of casual s~x, then she g()(S on to tak~ further lov~rs and indulge in voyeurism.
Yet there is no evidence that she is not entirely sincere - which suggests the author has a poor und~rstanding of
Christianity morality.
All this sex becomes distinctly t~dious. Hamilton ev~n seems to acknowledge this - on page 682: 'S~x, that's all you

b~~~ f;:c~l~r~~n;h~~;e:~;~~ ~ha~.~gh:;Oc~:;Ii~~~d;~~:h~~s~~~iJI:~~s~oorfaJ::ii~~~i~~~~~n:?yo~ro~~osi~ai

something about it?
Fortunatdy th~r~ is much to admir~. Technology is extrapolated supremely well, and Lalonde, Norfolk and
Tranquility are the most convincing of worlds. There are several ~xc~U~nt suspense/action seqm:nc~s. The living
voidhawk starships ar~ thoughtfully realised, and striking images abound: 'Van AlIen belts encircling the planet shon~
like sunlight striking an angel's wings'.
Th~ central plot ev~ntually i~nites, though the most ingenious devdopments come rather late. Even so, th~ fmal
200 pag~s contain much to intrIgue and hint that, now that the stag~ is stt, the next volum~ will be much strong~r.
The fusion with horror is unusua~ though it is far from clear wh~th~r the Reality Dysfuction is truly supernatural, and
if we will b~ ultimatdy asked to suspend disbdief over what are fantastical elements in a hard SF sttting, or a scientific

~~tr~~~al~~~~~~!~~~~~:~~~~th~7eof~rms~~~hI~~~1~~~rp~~~~:~o

exp:a:=
the best _ AtrVi/ of Slan,
Hyptn"DIt, Nt1Knusj, The Gft41 aIId !kml Show - there is not the imagination, mor.al argum~nt, linguistic v~rve, the
sheer excitment we have come to exp«{. N~erthdeu, I will look forward to next year's The NeltlroltiMm AJdHmisl.
Hamilton has stt himstlf a formidable task, we must ho~ that the remaining two volum~s d~monstrat~ that he is
equal to it

Andrcw Harman

1be Saying Game
296pp. £16.99

ugm~ 199~

Revi~wed by Stev~ Palm~r

Thm are difficulties with this ...
On thl: onl: hand, this is Andrl:W Harman's sixth book of
amusing spoof fantasil:S, so he must be doing something right.
On the othl:r hand, it's bloody hard to rud.
The style could be: described as soap-op:ra hystl:rical. So far
as I can tdl, there is not one single instance of the word 'said'
following soml:body's spttCh. Inst~ad, on onl: randomly chosen
pagl:, we get: Ittrl:d, grunted, choked, struggled, grunted, gaped,
pointl:d, aploded, Ftred, snapped, jibed, grinned, rl:tufl"ll:d,
growled.
This is all Vl:ry wdl now and again for dfccl, but for a
whole novd? Aft~r a whill: you just can't take any morl:. Thl:
stylI: rips all emotional content from the characters'
interactions, strongly suggesting an audil:ncl: for whom
emotional resonance is immaterial and for whom artoon-lilce

Russell Hohan

Fremdtr

upe,

1996, 18411, £14.99

Reviewed by Paul Kincaid
Thl: narrator's name is Frl:mder Gorn. Frl:m<kr, as he happily
tdls us, is Gl:rman for 'strangl:r'; and this strangl:r is certainly
Gorn. Gorn like Alfrl:d Bestl:r's Gully Foyll:, for as the book
opens hI: is turning gl:ntly in space in thl: vast rl:achl:S of thl:
Fourth Galaxy, without spacl:Ship, without hdml:t, without

bl:haviour is acceptabll:, page after page.
It isn't hdp:d by the puns - of which thl:re are many.
Soml: are inspired (a crystal ball with Scry Movie Channd) but
others arl: hop:lm, thl:rl: just for thl: salel: of it. Do Wl: rully
nttd a character call1:d Mayor Culpa? Nor do I wish to rl:ad
about a military typ: called Stnppado. And I I:specially don't
want to rl:ad about a place call1:d Fort Knumm, which is both
silly and pointless and not a particularly good pun.
As for the plot, this is good I:nough though quitl: manic. (If
films wl:re to be mack of Andrl:W Haeman's books, thl:y would
be: on Alive and Kiding on Saturday mornings.) Thl:re's lots of
action and no let-up of the pac~.
WlKn you are rl:Vi~ng this sort of book you have to
rncntion Terry Pratcmtt. On ~e n is a paragraph discussing
the Chapter Dimensions: it is Vl:ry much in thl: Pratchett styl~
but Sl:rves as an acdll:nt aample of how not to do iL It
sounds like waffle and ends with a lame joke.
In summary, this is a book aimed squarely at the sp«:ific
markl:t that can tolerate these quirks of style. Humour content;
low. Likdihood of more being published: cl:rtain.
oxygen, without l:Vl:n his spacesuiL He should be: ckad. That he
isn't, and the revelations brought about by his unlikely
survival, is onc of thl: thruds that til:s this wild, chaotic book
togl:thl:r.
This is Russell Hoban playing with words, as he has done
throughout his car~r. If the invl:ntion is not quitl: on thl: scak
of thl: devolved languagl: in RiddJry Walker, it is still a book
wherl: words, thl:ir munings, thl:ir assonanCI:S, thl:ir shapes
count as much as what thl:Y actually say. Thl:rl: arl: song lyrics
everywhcr~, much of the background to the story is rl:vealed in
Am Impressions· page 13
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quotations from books and diaria, ~~ry s«n~ is decorat«l
with th~ adv~rtising slogans and ~ h~adlines that ar~
display~d th~r~ (and th~ languag~ of these is as broken and
dtcay~d as th~ languag~ of Riddky Wal..ter). So it is important
to know that Fr~mder is a strang~r; but it is not so simpl~ as
being an evuyman looking in on this futur~ from th~ ouuide.
No, Fr~mdc:r is no strang~r to this rotting, spac~-faring soci~ty,
in fact ~ is, in a SC'~, as c~ntral to it as it is possibl~. Fr~mder
is a strang~r to himSC'lf - his moth~r di«l bcfor~ ~ was born
and h~ spent th~ fmal part of his gestation in an artificial
womb, ~ nev~r kn~ his fath~r - and ~ is a strang~r to
humanity - Fr~mder spends th~ book moving from on~ casual
sexual liaison to anoth~r, but th~ only two g~nuine
r~lationships that occur in the book both fail. Fr~mder, from
th~ isolation of th~ void, must discover himself.
Fremder's family were middle-European Jews, surviving th~
Nazi holocaust for a life of personal tonn~nt Out of this
mili~u Fremder's mother, Helen, and h~r crippl«l brother,
lsodor, indulg~ in strange aperimenu upon them.sdva.. Th~r~
is a theory that lif~ is like a film, separate instanU of being
divided by momenU of non-being like the .separate frames of a
film strip; only persistence of vision allows us to weave th~
whole into a s~aml~ss solidity. From this, Hel~n mak~s th~
crucial advanc~ that will r~sult in th~ flicker driv~, a m~ans of
n~ar-instantan~oustravel from galaxy to galaxy. (If this curious
notion has any resonance with more traditional works of
sci~ntt fiction, it is with Gully Foyle's 'jaunting' in Tzga; TIgtT,
th~ novel which, mor~ than any other, k«ps springing to mind
as I r~ad this book.)
Thr« threads twine about each other, twist into unlikely
and unfathomable knots. Th~r~ is th~ nightmarish

inta-rogation and iu aft~nnath in which th~ powm that be try
to discover how Fremder came to be floating in spatt - and
what happened to the ship and cr~ with which he was
supposed to be travelling? There is the story of Helen and
Isodor, their experiments, th~ir discov~ries and th~ir curious
life. And there is the story of Fremder Gorn before the
accident, a story which links ev~rything togethe.r into a whole
- not rKcessarily a satisfactory whol~, thu~ are loose ~nds.
curious Ie.aps of faith, narrative twisu that SC"em desigmd mor~
to throw the reader off than carry her along, but a whole non~
the Ies.s. It is mort than ten years sinc~ Hoban wrot~ a novel
that worked as a single coherent narrativ~ (Pilgmnan, 1983),
most of his work since then has consisted of short work or
concatenations of short work (as The Mullisa F,t4liemy, 1987),
and there are signs in Premder that the larger work, th~
cohert:nt whole, d~n't come easily to him. Nev~rtheless,
though it might be disjointed and awkward in places, it is
nevertheless a vigorous and invigorating sw«p into th~
disconn«:ted mind and unttrtain identity that Hoban has been
exploring since 11K Lion of BoazftUbin and]tUbin-Boaz (1973).
As to whether, despite iu sctting in the next ttntury,
despit~ iu journeys into other galaxie.s, despite its run·down
urban futures and robots and Ais, this is r~aJly science fiction ...
Well ther~ are gaffs - a science fiction writ~r would hav~ talk~d
of solar systems where Hoban uscs galaxie.s - but not many.
This reads like a book by someone aware of the g~nr~, not
n«essarily d«ply inunerxd in it but well ~nough aware of
what is going on to be abl~ to do a reasonabl~ facsimile of the
real thing. And few sci~nce fiction books written today can
match the sheer joy in the strangeness of it all.

Hawkwood's Voyage

log of an ~arlier expedition which r~turned with a cr~ of dead
sailors and a 'som~thing' that wasn't very pleasant
Th~ story swaps between Court intrigues as th~ secular
authorities battl~ with the church and each other for ultimat~
supremecy, the front IjrK where vastly outnumbered we.stern
troops prepare to try to beat off the ravening hordes of
Merduks in a ,seemingly unwinnable battle, and Hawkwood's
expedition. In th~ ~nd it's all a little inconclusivC', as one might
expect from anything proclaiming itself to be Book One of
something. Perhaps the key thing is that whilst this may se~m
like a historical novel with the name.s changed and a f~
fantastic tropes thrown in. this is still a fantasy so we can't
know for sUrt: what's &oing to happen (this point was made: in
Rebut J Killhdf'er's review of ne Lions if A/ RAssAn, FCrSF
IXcanber 1995). We &ucss that while things don't look too
good for the western troops defending th~ border, it may wdl
yet come out all right in th~ end b~causc this is the way of such
things. In any event w~ have to remember that the M~rduk$ are
not the Ottoman Turks and w~ must not equat~ their fortunes.
We wonder wfl(th~r Hawkwood wiU find his mythical Western
contin~nt and think that, on balance, he probably will.
HowC'vt:r, although Hawkwood may remind us of Christoph~r
Columbus, things could wt:1I rum out different for him. The
book makes no pretenet: to being a standalone novcl: this is
obviously on~ story spread across .several books, rather than a
SC'rie.s of Iink~d, self-contain~d works, and it can hardy fail to
leave the rC'ader wanting mor~.
The publishers proudly trumpet this as 'a major n~
fantasy'. In marketing terms this may well be true: it certainly
SttffiS to have the same sort of appeal as the works of th~ other
market leaders in the genrt: and it SC"effiS entirely possible that
this stries could gi'vt: Kumq' th~ same sort of conunercial
SUCttSS as. say, David Eddings. It's not an ambitious work, it
doesn't push back the boundarie.s of the genr~, but it's an
~njoyabl~ enough fantasy adv~nture.

Paul Kurney

Gol14na, /995, 382pp, £/6.99

Reviewed by Mark Plummer
In 1453 the city of Constantinople fell to armies of the
Ottoman Turks and the Eastern Roman Empir~ finally cam~
to an end. In W~stern Europe, the Inquisition was just g~tting
going and 39 y~ars lat~r Columbus sail~d off into th~ sunset on
a voyag~ that would ev~ntually l~ad, after .sev~ral hundr~d
y~ars, to the invention of McDonalds. None of these historic
ev~nU f~atur~ in H4l1fkwood's V<ry4gt. As such.
The year is 551 and we art: in another world, on a continent
which it might be convt:nient to think of as Absolutely Not
Lat~ M~di~al Europe At All, Good Gracious No. The city of
A~kir, wfl(r~ ~ast m«u we.st, is about to fall to the armie.s of
the M~rduks, a nation of surprisingly Middle Eastern aspect
Victory would be very important strategically, as the city is a
gat~ay to the western state.s which would therefore be exposed
to invasion by a ravtning hoard of heath~ns with broad
ambitions in the direction of loot, plunder, and rape. As the
defenders faJI back from the doomed city, they fin the
buildings (applying W age old principlC' that if !My can't play
with them, nobody else can ~ither). In fact. when faced with the:
hoards of Merduks, SC'tting fire to things SC"effiS a rather
popular tactic among the we.sterners: heretics in particular have
b~~n found to be eminently combustible and in the country of
Hebrion a fanatical religious order, the Incc:ptinc:s, zealously
Sttks them out. Nobody apecu the Hebrionc:se Inc~ptine.s.
Meanwhile, John Hawkwood sails into th~ we.st with two
ships sruff~d to the gunwale.s with rt:ligious undesirable.s who
hav~ opt~d for a car«r in intercontim:ntal exploration as an
alternative to an invitation to an Incc:ptim: barbecut.. These
'religious undesirable.s' ar~ th~ Dwrom~r folk, individuals
possessing c~rtain magical abilitie.s. They ar~ in .search of a
mythical continent in the far west and arc guided only by the
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Jobn Kessel,
Mark L. Van Name &:
Ricbard ButDer (Eds)
Reviewed by John Newsinger

Intersections
Tor; 1996, 384pp, J23.95

This is onc of the most impressive short story collections I
have ever read. It consists of the revised versions of stories
presented at the seventh Sycamore Hill Writers Conference
that took place in the summer of 1994 and provides as good a
vindication of such events as one is likely to get. At least four
of the stories are absolute crackers and only one, 'Missing
Connections' by Mark Van Name falls seriously short. An
indication of the quality of the collection is that Bruce
Sterling's contribution, 'Bicycle Repairman', is one of the
weaker stories.
The Sycamore Hill gathering is. one of a number of regular
workshops in the States that contmue the tradition begun by
Damon Knight in the 1950s. It was initiated by John Kcssel in
1984 and since then has included among its participants the
likes of arson Scott Card., Connie Willis, Karen Joy Fowler,
Harlan ElIison, James Morrow, Pat Murphy, Uwis Shiner,
Richard Paul Russo and many more. The 1994 Conference was
held at the North Carolina State University in North Hall, a
former motel. The proceedings took place in;
an enormous dimly-lit room showing shabby signs of
lost motd-qu.tliry elqance. Picture faux-Gothic room
dividers, bench Rats along low windows, many round
tables, armchairs, and a large nonfunctioning vacant
mirror-backed bar. Several North Carolina
!..hundentorms pouring through the leaky ceiling added
to the gothic arnbience.
All that was missing was Ken Russdl with a film crew!
According to the editors, the workshop format provides an
opportunity for writers 'to get together and reduce their
alienation, talk across the divide of ideology.' The proceedings
are not just limited to formal critiques but embrace late-night
conversations, early-morning work-outs, basket-ball games,
experimental cooking and parties. Evidently the participants
had a good time.
The four stories that most impressed/affected me were
Jonathan Lcthem's 'The Hardened Criminals', Alexander
Jablokov's 'The Fury at Colonus', James Patrick Kelly's 'The
First Law of Thermodynamics' and KarenJoy Fowler's 'The

Mercedes Lackey
& Larry DixOD
Review by Lynne Bispham

The Silver Gryphon
Onon, 1996, 322pp, £16.99

In The Silver Gryphon, third in the Magt Wan series, Tadrith the
gryphon is one of the magical creatures created by the Mage
Urtho. His father is Skandranon, the legendary Black Gryphon,
hero of the Mage Wars, and while he is proud to be a member
of the Silver Gryphons, the elite military and police force,
Tadrith resents his father's fame. He is always known as the
son of the Black Gryphon and is irritated by the fact that there
is always someone reporting his every move to his father. He
longs for a chance to discover his own strengths.
Tadrith's partner in the Silvers is the human Silverblade;
also the offspring of folk renowned for their activities in the
Mage Wars, Silverbladc is frustrated by what she sees as her
parents' over-protectiveness and interference. When the pair
are assigned to an isolaled border post where they will be alone
and totally reliant on their own resources, they are delighted:
here is a chance to prove themselves.

Marianas Islands'. Others would have different preferences but
for my money these four stories would justify the collection on
their own.
Lcthem's 'The Hardened Criminals' is a particularly grim
oppressive story of a prison where the walls, thirty·two stories
high and rising, are literally built of hardened criminals. Nick
Marra, a young tearaway, finds himself in a cell where his
father is part of the wall, irremovably fixed in place but still
sentient and capable of seeing, hearing and speaking. The
writing successfully renders the enormity of what has been
done to these men mundane, an everyday atrocity. This is not
an exotic future, but America today. At one point, Nick is
taken up to the roof.
The roof w;u a worlrsite; they were always adding
<Ulothn level, nacking newly hardened bricks to form
another floor. The worlrers were the first-timers, the
still-soft But there w;u nobody here now, jusl the
disarray of discontinued work. A heap of !..hin steel
dowels, wa.iting to run through the stilled bodies,
pla.sticbarrdsofrolvent for fusing their side surfaces
together into a wall. In the middle of the roof was a
pallet of new hum<Ul bricks, maybe twenty-five or
thirry of them, under a baltened-down tarp. In the rOOf
of the wind I could still just make out the sound of
their keening.
This is a chilling story that in places is genuinely upsetting.
The trouble is, I suspect it would be Michael Howard's
favourite as well. In their Introduction, the editors report that
Bruce Sterling look exception to this story, regarding it as a
violation of taste. In a world of real concentra.tion camps how
C<Ul we justify imaginary ones? he asked On the contrary,
Lcthem's is a tremendously powerful metaphorical critique of
US penal policy. His imagery heightens our perception of
reality, increases our awareness of what is wrong with our
world. This is the opposite of the bathos Sterling condemns.
The Fowler, Jablokov and Kdly stories arc just as
impressive and stimulating though in very different ways. The
other ten stories arc, with the exception of Van Name's
lightweighl contribution, all good solid efforts that are well
worth a look.
What of Sterling's 'Bicycle Repairman'? This is a
complacent effort, routinely pushing all the right buttons but
without passion or conviction. Sterling is freewheeling here,
I'm afraid., the sooner he comes out of the other side of
postmodernism the better.
Of course, from the parents' point of view, their fears for
their children are fully justifIed. Amberdrake sees Silverblade as
extremely vulnerable, while Skandranon finds it hard to come
to terms with the fact that he is growing older and his sons arc
eager to make their own way in the world.
Tadrith flies to the outpost harnessed to a basket
containing Silverblade and their provisions, a spell making the
basket weightless; but as they cross a remote rainforest the
magic suddenly fails and the pair plunge to the ground
Though badly hurt, they arc able to make a shelter and hunt,
but they discover that all their magical equipment has been
'drained' - by whom or for what purpose, they can only
speculate. Their best chance of rescue lies in reaching a river
where they can be more e;uily discovered., but as they make
their way through the dense jungle they become aware that
they arc being followed by the creature or creatures responsible
for the loss of their magic. Meanwhile, back in the city of
White Gryphon, the respective sets of parents are frantic with
worry and are using all their political influence to organise a
rescue.
T7u Silver Gryphon, with its likeable characters and the
tension ofTadrith and Silverblade's trek through the jungle, is
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a good light read. It is self.contained, though it is probably ~t
read as one episode in an on-going series. It is rather an oddity
among fantasy novels in that it concentrates on. the
relationships betwttn a few characters and one parncular
incident, rather than the usual action-packed scenario with a

cast of thousands. So, if you are looking for a respite from the
battle between the forces of good and evil, but still ~d your
input of fantasy, this book could be worth looking at.

Taoltb Lee

hotel; her father disappears off the oil rig. At one point, Hesta
leaves the squat and goes to stay with Hassinger, the man who
found the message from the Titanic, where she finds her
favourite brands of soap as though someone knew she was
coming. She has reached the place she was destined to find. She
shows signs of rejecting it, questions parts of it, but her
protests are never convincing. Plenty of things happen in the
book, many of the characters are fundamentally altered by the
end, changed completely in their outlook and behaviour;
unfortUnately, the personality which is least satiuactory is the
one that is most important, Hesta herself.
We do not Stt the story through her eyes but she is the
protagonist, and an oddly passive one. The actions she dIXS
take - laying the mousetrap and leaving home at the beginning
of the book - do not cb-elop once she is alone. The love of her
father, which is important to her at the beginning. vanishes so
she can look on his dead body without a qualm. It is as though
she is on the tide and floats where it takes her. The reader is
never in doubt that she will fulfil the destiny which is mapped
out for her, she has no real choice. This makes for a boring
character; Hesta, unfortunately, is dull. She does not grow or
develop, she has no need to, like a figurehead she fits into the
niche into which she is put. This, more unfortunately, makes
the book dull too.
The things that work extremely well ~ the accumulating
strang~ the slowly widening view of a town which is not
what it ~ what happens out of season and how that affects
the minor characters. Bit by bit the picture is built up until the
reader Wlderstands things which had been puzz.ling. It is done
very skilfully, but because of Hesu's puppet-like nature the
picture lacks depth. Some of the writing is evoc.ative, grap~ic,
even poetic but other parts try too hard to achieve a Slnkmg
result and the consequent failures in grammar could put some
people off altogether. Tanith Lee's fans will doubtless enjoy it,
and taken on a superficial level it is an extremely enjoyable
book: it held my interest and I wanted to know the outcome,
was intrigued by some of the rituals and the concept of the
town. I just wish that the central character had had more
personality.

W'hen the Lights Go DUI
Headline FuzlNre, 1996, 246pp, £16.99

Reviewed by Helen McNabb
The book ~ins with a message in a bottle - a message from
the Titanic - and ends with another message from the sea.
Although the opening sets the sce'ne for something strange,
though it is unelear what form this strangeness will take, the
first full chapter is very mundane.
.
Hesta Webb is in school, having a confrontation WIth a
supply tucher who believes her red hair is dyed, which results
in Hesta being sent from the room, leaving school early and
waiting at the bus stop for her friend Janey. Hesta is an
ordinary enough l6-year-old from an unhappy home, she
dislikes her mother and her father is away working on an oil
rig, the house is not a home and she feels more at home with
Janey's mother, Lulu.
Hesta returns home to fmd her mother and her mother's
lover have used her bed for a sexual romp so, pausing only to
plant a mo~trap in her mother's underwear drawer, she sets
off for a daytrip to the seaside with Janey. At the end of the day
she suys behind when Janey goes home. In a mainstream novel
at this point drug abuse, prostitution, theft and all sons of
other degradations would doubtless befall our heroine; but in
this book 5kih invites her to come and stay in a disused hotel
with a disparate group of what might be called social misfits.
It is difficult to write much more about what happens
without giving away the story, which is one of the book's main
strengths. Odd things happen: Hesta witnesses two murders one of a baby one of a photographer, one real one ghostly and in this 'out of season' town, with the funfair e1~d and the
bunting down, the townsfolk don't charge Hesta and her
friends for items in the shops or pub.
Through all this, Hesta remains detached, largely
uninvolved even though people tell her about their pasts, their
problems, their dreams. A detective is sent to find her and ends
up staying in the pub; her mother and the lover come to look
for her and both find owr lovers and strange fates in the main

L.E. ModeslttJr

Tbe Death ofCham
om;"

/99~

SS/pp,

£/~99

Rrviewrd by Andrew Adams
This is the fifth and last book in a series whose previous
volumes were: 17u Magic of Rtdlltt, The T01IJffl of Slime/, The
Magic Enginur and The Or'" W4r.
Modesitt makes efforts to make this book as stand-alone as
possible, with constant descriptions of what has gone before
while the main character, urris, muses on the implications.
The first chapter is full of this: three lines of 'current time'
events interspersed with paragraphs of rdlection on past
events. This doesn't really work, and I suspect it is always
tedious if you have read the other books, particularly if you
have read them recently. Why more authors don't do a
separate 'What has gone before' se<tion, as Julian May does .in
the Saga of the Exiles, is bqond me. These rdltttions do qUite
well al explaining the emotions and reasoning of urns, but
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they don't aplain what's really going on in the world, even as
he Wlderstandsit.
Beyond that quibble, the style of the book is rather
irritating. The viewpoint changes from the standard third
person past-tense omnipotent narrator for some events to first
person past tense for urris's story to third person present
tense for events surrounding a particular powerful group - and
this tends to distract rather than enhance one's enjoyment. The
switch to present tense in particular is different enough to jar
one out of involvement in the book, and reduce the suspension
of disbelief.
Modesitt has some accllent ideas behind this narrative
jumble, both in terms of story and character. urris - torn
bctwttn desire to be a powerful Mage, an excellent craftsman, a
good consort to his partner and many other things besides, as
all real people are - is a compla character, and m~y of ~
other main characters are well-drawn. The story mtXes magIC
and science quite well, explaining the magical basis for science
and something of a scientific basis for the magic. He doesn't
pull any punches at the end, either. This is not your average
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identi-kit fantasy quest wh~r~ th~ h~ro wins out and ev~ryon~
liv~s happily ev~r aft~r. Th~ ~nd is logica.! and bdievabl~ giv~n
th~ build-up: not gods ap~aring out of th~ machin~ to sav~
th~ day, but h~roes succeeding through ~ffort and sacrific~. A
touch too much ~mphasis is plac~d on urris's day-ta-day tria.!s
and tribulations for my tast~. though that is a matt~r of tast~;
in g~ne:ra.! th~ way his day-ta-day life: is inte:rs~rsed among th~
gr~at d~~ds done: und~r exte:rna.! and inte:rna.! pre:ssure:s mak~s a

NlcheUe Nichols

Bry01'd U/zuTa

refreshing change: from he:roes and <bring-do with Iittl~
att~ntion to mone:y, rdationships, socia.! issu~s and the: lik~.
On ba.!anc~: good ideas, moderatdy poor ~xe:cution. If
you're: int~re:st~d, re:ad the serie:s as a whol~, though, and don't
start part-way through. Despite: b~ing (I think) a serie:s of fiv~
separat~ storie:s, e:ach aft~r th~ first d~~nds on too much
history to be: truly stand-alone:.

Box'". 1995, 32Opp, .£9.99

Reviewed by Barbara Davies
With autobiographi~s and memoirs already published by Leonard (Spock) Nimoy, William (Kirk) Shatner and
George (Sulu) Takei, it's no surprise to see Nichdle (Uhura) Nichols joining the lucrative bandwagon that is Star Trek
publishing.
I was never particularly impressed by the USS Enterprise's token Black woman with he:r impractical miniskirts and
long fingernails. She seemed to do little more than say: 'Hailing frequencies open, Captain!' and stick a metal gadge:t in
he:r ear. So lkyond Uhura is something of a re:velation, for there is more to Nichelle (christened Grace) Nichols than
he:r screen role would suggest
Born in Illinois in the early 1930s, Nichols lived through racist and sexist times. Entries in the comprehensive
index are a good indication:
Nichols, Niche:lle:
- Canada assault
- MGM incidc:nt
- at mobste:r's dub
- racism and ..
In Utah in 1956, Mormon hotels refused her reservation when they saw she was Black, and while touring in
Canada she was nearly raped by a respected member of the community who mistook her for a helpless 'little colored
showgirl' - she courageously and successfully prosecuted him for assault Then there was the bigwig at MGM who
insisted that sleeping with him was an unwritten clause in her contact - she refused.
Nichols is flattering about her own talents, quoting Josephine Baker: 'My darling! Ooh la la, you're such· a beauty'
and Duke Ellington: 'You are an excellent dancer, Miss Nichols.' But it would seem with some justification: the
photographs show a stunningly attractive dancer and singer who toured extensively in the US and Europe in thl:! 1950s
and '60s, and her credits include Porgy and &ss.
Though trained in both ballet and Afro-Cuban dance, and claiming a singing range of three-and-a-half octaves,
Nichols let thl:!se talenu languish unusl:!d when in 1963 shl:! turned to television acting. Her first role was in thl:! TV
series The Lieutenant, produced by Gene Roddenberry (who she often cringingly calls 'the Great Bird of the Galaxy'). It
was the start of a friendship which lasted until Roddenberry's death; at one point they were lovers, then Roddenberry
revealed that he was simultaneously having an affair with Majel (later to become his wife). Nichols ended the
relationship, something Roddenberry could never quite accept
Star Trek made Nichols famous, but it typecast her irreversibly. It was also something of a disappointment. The
substantial role of Uhura that she and Roddenberry had jointly envisaged was whittled away first by the studio 'suits'
who couldn't stomach the idea of a Black female being prominent on a TV show, and then by such as William
Shamer who wanted all the limelight for himsel[ Even so, Uhura's continuing presencl:! in the eries was encouraged by
Martin Luther King and inspired Whoopi Goldberg among others.
Nichols doesn't milk the rift between Shamer and the rest of the Star Trek 'family' to death (she is likewise reticent
about hl:!r affair with Roddenberry), but she is sorrowful that Shatner, initially her 'hero', 'warm, open, fun', became
someone who considered himself 'the Big Picture and the rest of us... no more important than props.'
I'm unclear how much of Beyond Uhura is actually penned by Nichols herself, as she acknowledges the help of a
Patty Romanowski 'who unfailingly aided me in bringing this book to fruition with her caring, her understanding, her
unerring guidance, her sisterhood. and her extraordinary talent' The gushing 'luvvy' style of that dedication is, alas,
typical- one 1951 photograph of Nichols and her then husband is captioned: 'I was ecstatically (sic) pregnant with my
son Kylc::'! But with the first half of the book devoted to her life before Star Trek while the second details its huge
impact on her, there is something for Trekkers and non-Trekkers alikl:!.
After the original Star Trek. ended, Nichols bl:!came hl:!avily involved with NASA, encouraging minorities to enrol as
astronauU with some success. She also resumed her dancing and singing career. Hl:!r next project, according to the
epilogue, is a novel, Salum's Child, to be written with Margaret Banana. Nichelle Nichols may be in her sixties, but
she's certainly not thinking of retiring yet!

Star Trek Cnalor: The AMthorised Biograpby of Gme Roddmbmy is

review~d

on page 25
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Wonder Bemb

Joe Nigg

LiI""rid UnJimiJuJ, 1995, 16Opp, £24.95

R(View(d by K.V. Bailq
Although this is a popular presentation with an A4 coffee tab!e
aplXarance and printed in red type, Nigg's research IS
thorough, the extent of his knowledge is impressive, and the
text and illustrations in this book will be of serious interest to
all those attracted to mythology and the fantastic.
It is CSMntially an edited anthology with connecting
corrunents and substantial introductory essays to its four main
subjects: the Phoenix, the Griffin, the Unicorn and the Dragon.
All of ~ 'Wonder Beasts' have wide provenances, each (the
Griffin excepted) is one of the four great emblematic
zoomorphs of China. Dr Nigg describes his book as something
of a literary/scientific/historical hybrid, as is appropriate to his
subjects which, in their various imagined forms, have been
created from
travellers' memories, distortions and
exaggerations. The legendary Prester John and the historical
Marco Polo were among the sources: and transmitters of such
images. At the time of the Enlightenment interest waned but
now, from elusive Big Foot to actual coelac.anth and rrnved
dinosaurs, thqr are with us again.
The book's documentation of the four chief subjects is
edtttic - that of the Phoenix, for aample, ranging from
Herodotus to E. Nesbit, and that of the Griffin from Pliny to
Lcwis Carroll. But the major symbolic and cosmic significances
of the Beasts arc never lost sight of and are complemented by
reproductions from various bestiaries, and also by such delights
as Tenniel's sleeping Griffin and Edward Lane's Rukh.
Of all the Beasts, the Unicorn approximates most closely to
a 'real' mammal. 1bc two branches of its legend arc

Eric S. Nylund

Pa1lJn's Dream
Hoddtr & StOItgDton, 1996, 345pp, £16.99

Reviewed by Vikki Lee
Roland Pritchard ekes out a meagre living as a gas station
attendant, and spends the rest of his time looking after his
schizophrenic mother. The only variery in his life comes from
the regular, usually traumatic, events caused by his mother's
illness. And then there are his dreams. Roland's dreams arc his
escape from the hum-drum of everyday life: in his dreams. he is
a simple postulant in a monastery, and his life is dedicated to
study and the mastery of ancient, no longer ~d languages.
But all this changes suddenly and drastically when Roland
receives a letter with a $100 dollar bill in it The leucr is from a
man named Eugene Rhodes who claims to be seeking
descendants of Clay Pritchard, Roland's father, and an
inheritance is mentioned. Unable to discuss Clay with his
mother, a sure way of sending her into fits, Roland decides to
~ the money to find out more.
In his dreams, Roland the acolyte has served the Abbey of
Glossimere for some twenty years, since being left there as a
foundling. Until now he has bcc:n content with the only life he
has ever known, but Roland begins to get itchy feet and finally
succumbs to a desire to aplore the wider world he has only
read about in books. To do this, however, Roland must escape
the attentions of WaterStone, a White Robe of the Abbcy's
council of elders. Roland can leave by choice before he takes
his vows, and before the castration which goes with the taking

differentiated; the maiden and unicorn of medieval tapestries,
and the (jon and unicorn rivalries of heraldry and indeed of the
ch~ observed by Alice 'all round the town'. The grafting of a
single horn bud onto sheep has bcc:n realised in American
laboratories but may have been an age-old African practice,
perhaps giving the legend its foundation. The Dragon in all its
forms, serlXntine and saurian, is a world myth. Here it is
detailed from Beowulf to the Lambton Worm. Science fiction
should in respect of that latter phenomenon perhaps have been
represented through lan Watson, but it does find its way in
through a long excerpt from the Cosmic Carnival of Stanislaw
Lc:m. This elaborate and satirical fable concerns King Poleander
of Cybcria who created a super computer to atend his
cybernetic empire and then, in danger of being overwhelmed
by it, created a super computer on the moon to control it. This
it did by inventing an e1cctrosaur which in turn became powerhungry and tyrannical. The King eventually defeats the
cybernetic dragon he has caused to be created by a sequence of
paradoxical word and math games, and emerges a wiser and less
militaristic monarch.
A fmal chapter details hcasts oth~r than th~ author's
privil~ed four: the Basilisk, the Catoblepas and the Bishop fish
- this last a notorious manufacture popular with fakers and
sh~n.

Nigg's reference list is comprehensive and gives due credit
to Edward Tipscll's The Histone of FoNrt{oottd Beasts (1658) and
mentions what is my own favourite of works in this genre,
T.H. White's The Book of Beasts (1954) which draws chiefly on
the medieval bestiarics. An adequate index helps to make Joe
Nigg's boole a desirable work of reference as well as being a
pleasant read.

of those vows, but no one has successfully done so in living
memory. The arrival of Smoking Bear and Acsop, two
outsiders who have come to the Abbey to barter for knowledge,
facilitates Roland's escape and plunges him into a feudal world
of horror, magic and bloodshed.
In the waking world, Roland is also plunged into a
dangerous world of intrigue and murder: the legacy of his
father Clay. In his dreams, things are no better. Slowly but
surely the boundaries between fantasy 2nd rulity are ero&d,
and Roland begins to understand the meaning and nature of
'the families'.
In Pawn's Dream, Nylund offers us a fast-paced and
readable first novel. Although the theme of parallel worlds is
by no means new, Nylund does manage to in;cct a breath of
fresh air iMoJtis tale. The magical dreamworld is dying, and
those members of 'the families' that remain in our world are
the only ones who can save it. Roland is, of course, the catalyst
for this salvation. Suspense is maintained by Roland's lack of
knowledge of his father Clay, and his relationship with the
other 'special' families is a constant source of revelation. The
climax is not at all predictable, and gives the impression that
this may be setting the scene for a continuing series set in the
same world(s).
I enjoyed this novel, but would further books in the series
sustain the interest? The ending certainly implies that further
volumes might be afoot, but I wonder whether Nylund's world
would continue to hold my interest.
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Tim Powers

Expiralioll Dale

ToT, 1996, 381pp, 123.95

Reviewed by]oseph Nicholas
Serendipicy works.. I came across the following passage in the January 1996 History Today after I'd finished Tim
Powers's Expiralioll Datt, but it IX'rfea1y summarises his theme and source of inspiration:
In the late 1920s, [Henry) Ford collaborated on an inspirational self-help book entitled The P01I6tT that W;m in which

~i~~~=t~~a~~~~~~: d:'~,~~~i~;faiC:edsc~~ili~;th~ w~~o;~;i~~~dr:~~~~a,w~:~~~:~:~ the
come to th~ ready to r~ive them'. [ThOImS] Ediwn had been r«eptrve to destiny's wavmand Ford's image ofthc
prOttSS of communication was actually mou one of spiritual dispatch riders than or radio broadcasts. He described
humans as 'antral stations with myriads of entities coming and going all the time with messagcs'. Once accepted,
such entitics clustered around the wul and wcu carried from onc incarnation to thc nc:xL Given Ford's conviction

~t~a:;sw~~f~ro~~~ ~~::J:n~I~~~~;~~e~~~~~dhhi~{~u:~~i~~e~Jt~ ~:~~: ':!f~; rdics of

collection was supposedly a small viallabc:lIed 'Ediwn's last breath!'
Peter l.i~ on 'Henry Ford's GrCC'nficld Village'

insi~~:e~i:st:ib~~~ ~?b~~eV~~ then~~~~p~~~I;': ~irb:f:ind~ss~i~!:'li~~~h~~~~b~~gi~du~ ~:i~2:~S

:::
Hoomie Pargana~ as a successor to Krishnamurti.. Wanting to enjoy the same things as his peers, the boy runs away
from home, smashing the bust and taking the vial UnstopIX'ring it, he releases Edison's ghost - which, in addition to
taking up re:sidence within and sometimes taking over his body, awakens the: intere:st of ghost-hunte:rs throughout LA.
Normally, these hunters eat the weaker ghosts thrown off by less forcdiJl IX'rsonalities; the: challe:nge:, however, is to
eat the stronge:sl, thus b(Coming monger still
Also involved - initially pursuing othe:r e:nds but (plot logic tdls you) eve:ntually being drawn into the same hunt are Peter Sullivan, a forme:r Hollywood lighting technician who once: worked for a producer/director who chose her
locations so she could dra.w out the ghosts they contained; Angdica Elizalde, a forme:r psychiatrist trying to make
belated amends to those who died at one of her seances two rears previously; Loretu. delavara, Sulhvan's former
employe:r, who is tracking down the surviving members of a fifties lV sitcom for a spttial reunion edition; the ghost
of Sullivan's fathe:r; a ghost-hunte:r with only one: arm (it took me: half the novd to twig the obviousness of the
reference to another lV series); a man who has b~n physically dead for seventeen years but whose ghost has been
strong enough to kttp his body alive; the psychic mask of escapologist and spirirualism debunker Harry Houdin~ and

theI~~~~dt;~S~~~~.~~~~li~t~r~e7~~~dbi~r;~r~~~~i~r~~~a~r~itetti:teheri~~oo~I~Il~anages

to fit each dement
neatly togethe:r but, within the context of the novel, invests the:m with a ce:rtain plausibility. Nothing jars: every new
devdopment builds smoothl~ on the previous; there: is never a moment when one feels that the author has resorted to

~~USth: ~th~::aA~d~h:~ ~~f~~~~~el;'I\~e;rs~I:~~ors~~~~~t:i~hCt~e s~~:t~t~:~~u~~ ftloJ~:sa~~ ~~~iy~~X

~~~t~~~ ~e~~~l~~~f~~~t~~i:~~i~ ~~ if~:ra~d;hed;h~~t~;~s~~s::dshuo~~~~~h~;v:~ k~~~e ~~~~~t~~~ t~~::i~

survive, there is nothing threatening or unsettling. Yet a novel built around Henry Ford's notion of'spiriruJdispatch
riders', whe:re: the replaceffie:nt of a person's consciousness with hithe:Hhither ghost fragments would re:nder their
personalities subject to continuous rangom chan~e, should at the very Ie:ast be unsettling.
There are: other problems. Firstly, the chOice of a boy as one of the protagonists me:ans that the author's
subconscious moral censor works to ensure that nothing parucularly horrible doe:s happen, either to him or (because it
d
d:e:
are warm enough for shorts), tends to negate the story's suggestion of something dark hovering at the: margins of the
visible world, in particular the resonances we're supposed to derive from Hallowe'en, the expiration date of the title.
And thirdly, while: the knowing references to Hollywood culture cleverly parallel the bright shallowness of filmic
legend and the insubstantiality of the weaker ghosts eventually eaten by the stronger, they are sometimes too
overdrawn and thus sometimes too intrusive.

ili~~~a~~vde~in:ti~~e~:~~n~~hte:~d~h:d~~~ha~~~~r~=:f;~~~el~ti~~s~;o~~~l~e~~~~:t

~in~:~ili;;~

fla;;:/~~c~e~evae: :~~ili:r-i~~t ~~~ti~~~~r:::::;i~~~e;l:f~o~~~ ~~o~e:c~~~~~~~~~~h~a~~~~ :;~f:~v~ki~

risks, seeing what will work, learning from the mistakes, and writing something different next time. Powers has, of
course, bttn doing this for most of his carttr, and it's re:freshing to see that he shows no signs of wanting to stop and
settle: (like: too many other writers) for re~ting a succes.sfuJ formula - although it could perhaps be argued that
genre-mixing of Powers's kind is itself repctltion of a formula. But he does it so welL.

A~~:;~es~:;~~od~~~: ;~m7'~h~c~th:~~nge1~ti~h~~t'ili:xr:~~~~ry c~::u~:n~~~t~a~ee b:li~: i~

the:
something as anti·rational as a communications system based on the coming and going of spirits, but I'll bet Powers
has a copy of his book. I wonder if it's signed?
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]ohnny and the Bomb

Terry Pratchett

D,.bl...y, 199~ 206pp, £1299
&- C0'li AMdiobooJ:, rtlll! by Tony Robinson

Reviewed by John Wallace
)ohnny Maxwdl, as anyonC' knows who has fIlC't him bC'fore in
On?! YOM CAn s.we Mankind and John".} and the Duui, is a
worrier. This time round he's worried about ParadiSt Stree:t.
Which is a bit weird, evC'n for )ohnny, bC'causc Paradise Slrttt
doesn't C'xist anymorC'. It was ckstroyed in 1941 along with the
pickle factory in the Blackbury Blitz.
Johnny gm his chancC' to seC' the Blitz closer than hC'
C'xpem to when he hdps Mrs Tachyon, Blackbury's bag lady,
aftC'r she collapses in an alley. Unknown to )ohnny, she
collapsed because shC"s just come: from 1941 whC're she' has
been blown up by an uncxploded bomb which suddenly
changed its status._.
Terry PratmC'lt has a kC"C'n eye for people, although most of
W ones that he writes about arC' thC' - not 10000rs - the
ordinary peoplC' who are not really winners. In)ohnny Maxwdl
and his mates, he has crC'ated thC' SOf[ of kids that wC' wC're (wdl,
I was anyway). Instant empathy. He takes thC'SC' characters and
invC'nlS situations for thC'm that require their own special
talC'nts to dc:al with... or at least to cope with.
On?! YOM CAn Saw ManAind was Stt against thC' background
of the' Gulf War, the computerised 1V war not that diffC'rent
from the' computer game of the title. In Johnny and the Dud,
Johnny's preoccupation with the' awful things that the' plannC'rs
were going to do to thC' cC'mC'tery provide the impetus for the
events in thC' book. But in Johnny and tbe Bomb the trigger is
IC'U clear. Maybe PratchC'lt just did it for fun?

Mclaole Rawo

The RMinJ ofAmbrai
MtlDni&n, 1996, 678pp, £J6.99

Reviewed by Lynne Bispham
The planet unfdl was colonised from Earth long ago, but its
inhabitants have forgottcn thC'ir origins and such sciencC'
fictional trappings can safely be ignored by thC' rC'aders of 17:It
RMins ofAmbrai which is, to all intenU and purposes, a fantasy
novel, well-written and highly readable.
The WastC' War was fought bC'[WC"C'n the' MagC' Guardians,
and organisation of MagC'borns forbiddc:n to interfere in
govemmC'nt, and thC' Lords of Malerris, a breakaway group of
Mage Guardians who Sttk political power. ThC' war left unfdl
devastated by magical pollution which has caused wickspread
birth defC'Cts, leading to the catC'gorisation of familiC's (or
Names) into Bloods and TiC'rs according to the number of
defC'clS in C'ach generation.
The hierarchical society described in this book is, ho~r,
subtly different from the mock-feudal society found in so
many fantasy novds, being far more compla and credible. 1bC'
author has obviously spent tilTlC' not only planning the
C'conomic infrastrucrurC' of her imagillC'd world, but has also
given thought to what could realistically happcon if this sociC'ty
were disrupted by a struggle for power bC'twun competing
factions within it A furthC'r diffC'rC'ncC' bc[WC'C'n unfdl and thC'
typical fantasy world is that its society is dominated by women.
The absurdity of considc:ring onC' gender superior to another is
made vC'ry dC'ar whC'n the unjust laws and rulC'S of behaviour
that were considered approriatC' in our own society not so long
ago are, here, applied to me:n. Men owe obedience to their
mothers unol they marry, when they are apected to obey their
wives. MC'n cannot inherit - propC'rty goes to a First DaughtC'r.
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Even so, this book is almost as serious as its predc:cC'SSOrs.
The humour comes from thC' intC'raction bctwee:n )ohnny and
his friends, Big Mac, WobblC'r, Yo-Iess and Kirsty/Kassandra;
the seriousness from the real people caught up in their
problC'ffiS. This is a book for young people, but that doesn't
harm its complaity any, the're are enough rwiSlS and turns
here to kC"C'p anyone guessing till the end. And Pratmeu forgeu
nothing! The niggly little paradoxy-like things that worriC'd mC'
about timC' travel and the' weird things that might happen if
you left anything anachronistic in the past have bttn covered
by the end.
So, even though this book is not quite as serious as the
other two, it is a satisfying ruel, especially if you arc someone
who likes all of the lOOSC' ends to be neatly tied up.
Jobnny and tlK &mb is also available on two audio cassettes,
read by Tony Robinson, totalling two and a half hours running
time.. 1bC' audio version is not too diffC'rent from iu writtC'n
counterpart, SOlTIC' of the jokes havC' bttn lC'ft out to shorten
the tat and to kC"C'p the' action moving in a medium which
promotC'S a less focused concentration span, but all of the
plot's complaitiC'S arC' thC're, and that is the important thing.
And to someone like me, with fond memories of such gems as
'TalC'S from Fat Tulip's Garden' and his own adaptation of the
Odyssey, Tony Robinson was a bonus. ThC'SC' tapes arC' not
promising at first, Robinson's dc:livC'ry being dry and mattC'r of
fact, but when hC' gets into the swing of things he does his
inimitable bC'St to bring Johnny and the rest to life. If you are
onC' of th05C' peoplC' who lives lifC' at such a pacC' that you can
only catch up with your books in the car tape player (or over
your ironing), then this should be in your collC'ction.

WOlTlC'n talk of fIlC'n in terms of their looks and dowries...
The: main thrust of
RMinJ r:f Ambrals dc:nse plot
concerns the fate of the three: mageborn daughters of the
Ambrai Name, Glenin, Sarra and Cailet. Their father, Auvry
FC'iran, formC'rly a Mage Guardian, has joined thC' Malerrisi. He
leaves their mother, Maichen Ambrai, taking with him the
ddest daughter, Glenin, and allies himself to First Councillor
Avira Anniyas and her schemes for political power. It i~ Auvry
Fciran who torches the capital city of Ambrai, including the
Academy where the Mage Guardians were trained. With the
hdp of the Warrior Mage, Gorynel DcssC', MaichC'n and Sarra
flC"C' for the'ir lives. Maichen dies giving birth to Cailet and the
two girls are given to foster families, their idc:ntities hiddc:n and
their magic Wardc:d against discovC'ry.

ne

un~:;~~~~~~~~~:1s t~~ai t~ppa;:V~~tth~eRi~~~;ri~

gaining control of thC' government. Through various twists and
turns of thC' plot, she discovers that she and Cailet are sisters,
and that Cailet's magic is so powerful that she must assume the
leadership of the' Mage Guardians. Glenin, mC'anwhile. has bttn
raised as one of the Malerrisi, marrying Garron, Avira
Anniyas's son. Whilst working towards a Malerrisi victory,
Glenin also has her own magical and political agC'nda. A host
of minor characters havC' roles to play in the Ambrai sisters'
story, and it is to thC' author's crC'dit that thC'y are as well drawn
as the major charactC'rs, not just devices to advance the plot.
Here, then, is an enjoyable and inventive fantasy, a real
page-turner, with believable characters whom the reader js
sorry to leavC' at the elO5C' of thC' novel. 17:It &i"l of Ambrai has
swords, magic, ckspcorate flights, romance, pathos, humour and
even a touch of fC'minist social comment - what morC' could
any reasonable fantasy reader ask for?
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George Saunders
CivilWarLalld ill Bad DcdillC
R~iewed by Paul Kincaid

CApe. 1996, l83pp, £9.99

Dirty Realism, a term coined by the British magazine GTIlIIIIl, applies primarily to a style of contemporary American
fiction best respresented by the work of Raymond Carver, Richard Ford and - when his imagination doesn't fly too
fast and loose - T. Coraghessan Boyle. It is marked by a short, sharp, demotic prose style adapted from Hemingway,
and a concentration on the minutiae of daily life; its characters tend to be losers and drifters, and its typical narrative
shape is a dying falL At its best it can be sudden, surprising and invigorating; at its worst, an unrdieved wail of despair
without even the benefit of plot to carry the reader along. The name was conjured up as a conscious opposition to
Magic Realism, the stories may be footloose and violent but they eschew anything of the fantastic. Nevertheless, it is a
narrative style that should suit near-future science fiction perfectly - how perfectly, George Saunders demonstrates in
this stunning debut
This is the America of shopping malls and theme parks, a thin glamour painted over a deep and roning malaise.
And in George Saunders' eyes the paint is flaking.
Thus, in the title story, a theme park devoted to the American Civil War - onc of thost peculiarly American
institutions where actors take on r6les within the park and spend their days schizophrenically talking to modern
visitors in their historic persona - is plagued by financial problems and vandals. One of the prople hired to play a
soldier proves more than willing to stalk and kill any vandals who venrure into the park, which briefly restores their
fortunes until he gets out of hand and more and more innocent prople start turning up dead Meanwhile the ghost of
a genuine Civil War veteran and his family provide a curious and ironic rdlc:aion on the downfall of modern
America.
Theme parks recur in 'The Wavemaker Falters', a tale of love and loss among the entertainers at a swimming pool;
'Downtrodden Mary's Failed Campaign of Terror', in which sabotaging the glass-bdlied cows fails to be a sufficient
act of revenge to redeem the downtrodden in this curious zoo; and 'Bounty', the best and longest story in the
collection. This is an America of genetic defects, where the pure are legislating away all the civil rights of those born
with a tail or a hump or mottled skin or claws. In the west they are bought and sold as slaves, but in the east they have
some protection, some security, performing in theme parks. Cole is Flawed, but gening by okay in a medieval theme
park if you don't count the restrictions, the appalling diet and the constant petty humiliations. Then his sister, also
Flawed, marries a pure rancher from out west Convinced she is being tricked into slavery, Cole escapes the theme park
and $tU out to rescue her_ His odyssey through the by-ways of American intolerance is a journey deep into the heart of
psychological darkness, and a gripping, disusteful journey it is too. Of courst Connic:, his sister, rurns out to be
alright, redetmed by love:, but Cole is changed by his experiences and there is no easy, settled ending.
Nevertheless. there is a way out of this mire of dedine and deay. Love and a curiously humane ability to make
sacrifices an still achieve a certain redemption. The proprietor of a failing personal interactive holography outfit
learns that, at the cost of all his memories, in 'Offioading for MI5 Schwartz'. So does the narrator of'Isabelle' who
ends up devoting his life to caring for an invalid known as 'Boneless':
It's not ~&ct. Sometimes it's damn hard. But I look after her md she squeals with delight when I come home, and
the sum total of sadness in the world is less thm it would have been.
Saunders' future is one of violence, cruelty and failure. But somehow, out of it all, the sum total of human sadness
is reduced That's not a bad achievement.

Charles Sheffield &:
Jury Pouraelle
Reviewed by Barbara Davies

Higher Edllcation
7DR, J99~ 286pp. 12/.95

SiJ:teen-ycar-old Rick Lubm gets by at school by doing as little
work as possible, having sa and larking about. So do his
friends. One day a practical joke goes wrong md he is expelled.
The (mure looks bleak - Rick cm barely read md has no
special skills - but, following the advice of a teacher, he seeks a
job with Vanguard Mining md is taken on as a trainee. The
training programme is long md hard and his fellow trainees Vido Valdcz, a thug who wmts to bc:at Rick at cverthing, and
Deedc:c: Mao, 'big, loud, md self-confident, just the sort of
aggressive female that he hated...: - don't help matters. BUI
Rick copes and soon he and the othus arc heading out into
deep space:, nc.xt SlOp the asleroid belt.
The blurb caIls HiQHr EdJulllw,,:
the bqin~ of.1 IICW and .1JTlbitiow scXocc fICtion
project tkj.,iJer novels... The KIea here is 10 produce
an ongoing Kfta of books com~bk to the clanK
'Heinlcin jJvcnilo' of the p.1.St By this we mean novcl1

iliat .1Ie upbur. optimistic, and scicntilicdly .1CC\Ir.1te.
aod thal will ..ppcal to bol.h x1ulu and tctO.1lClS.
Sheffield and Poumc:Ile haven't quite managed to fill this
tall order. It's hard to pinpoint the: problem. Upbcat and
optimistic? Well, wc're shown that with intelligence: and hard
work you can make something of yourself. Scientifically
accurate? ~finitely, though there's a tendency to info-dump
that I found off-putting. Will .1ppeal to both adults and
teenagers? There's plenty of action to keep the pages turning
and enough strong and sympathetic characters of both sexes
(m advance on the old 'juveniles') to k«p the reader involved.
On the down side, I often felt lectured on the authors' pet
topics.: thc litigiousness of Americans, the shortsightedness of
lack of competition in schools (because: no losers means no loss
of sdf-estccm), the: benefits of literacy (though surely thq're
preaching to the con~rtcd?). They lack the lightness of touch
Hcinlcin showed in such as 1bt SlAr &a.sl.
The blurb expands:
Tht JupitCf novel1 will givt: reackrs of the ninctia the
s.amc thrillifl&, inspirational radif1l iliat Heinkin and
Asimov provided for prcvtous &Cocr;,atKlns.
(Asimov too? The tall order gets even taller!)
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Thrilling, inspirational reading? This may be: the problem.

High" £dIlGltion portrays a realistic future that is strangely
uninspiring. The title be:trays the book's educational
aspirations; I know some teachers who insist on forcing reality
down the: throats of children already choking on too much of
it. Yet nntasics can inspire: and inform our lives, obliqudy

Endymion

DaD Slmmons

Head/int, 1996, 441pp, £16.99

Reviewed by Chris Amies
This novel continues the: Hypaum CA1ltos. a two-volume work
which rc:capitulat~ much of the imagery of the: traditional
spatt o~ra in a story of far-future pilgrims in a galaxy bc:sc:t by
religion and the weird cult of the Shr.ike, who can. grant
immortality or else: an eternity of pain. Two stones a~e
interleaved here:, brought together by the search for what IS
essentially a Messiah: Aenea, who is about to be rdeascd by the
Time Tombs and bring down the: rule of organised religion.
Ancient poc=t Martin Silcnus (who, as his name: suggests, was
once military, .scatological, and part-animal) chooses a young
man call~ Raul Endymion to accompany Acne.. into the
future. Former soldier Endymion susp«ts he's being sent on a
suicide mission; Silenus makes it clear that his view of heroism
is somewhat different to that put forward by generals who
throw 'disposable' lives into the fidd of conflict. Endymion is
ap«ted to push beyond the life which he had on his home:
planet - and which he was due to lose very shortly an~y - to
bttome a hero in the ancient sense, a human taken up Into the
heavens.
Meanwhile the Pax, an arm of the very Jesuitical church
which promises literal resurrection of the flesh d~e t~ a
cruciform alien symbiote, is concerned that Aenea wdl bnng
about the cnd of its hegemony over known space. It sends
Father-Captain Dc: Soya to. it claims, muely bring her back_
Dc: Soya and his loyal crew undergo death and resurrection
after death and resurrection in a fruitless search that bttomcs

maybe: but more importantly enjoyably. That exuberance and
'sense of wonder', which Heinlein and Asimov offered their
young readers by the planetful, is surely why they were so
popular. and is missing here. I ho~ future volumes in this
scries supply this vital ingredient.
End of term re:port satisfactory - could do better.

less and less meaningful. What can Aenea threaten that is worse:
than what already exists? To Simmons' credit, De Soya is no
villain, but a man limit~ by his beliefs, just as Endymion is
limited by being a small-town lad who has never bttn very far.
This is his strength as well as a liability. He is o~n to what
Aenea needs to discover. the: naNre of the AI TechnoCore
which built gateways through spac~time and which the
Church now fears may not be: as dud as was thought; and the
nature of what the TechnoCore discovered in the non-space:
'Lions and Tigers and Bears' as Aenea says.
That is not all the story though. At the outset Endymion is
in an orbiting capsule waiting for his ordained death; and in his
narration Endymion speaks of his life with the adult Ae:nc:a
who, at the e:nd of the novel, is no more than a child he:
deposits on the: doorstep of a miraculously preserved
Fallingwater. This is the house Frank Uoyd Wright built over a
river at Bear Run, Pennsylvania; Uoyd Wright, with his be:lief
in rationalism and the ~rfectibility of the built environme:nt,
and Teilhard de Chardin, for whom human knowledge might
one day literally create: God, stand as pointers to a forthcoming
age of reason.
But while all this tremendous immanma is being hinted at,
Entlymio1l does bring in much of the scenery o~ spac~ o~r~
the trttShips. the water world whose hugest mhabltant IS
known as the 'Lantern-Mouth Leviathan' (shades of Roger
Zc:lazny), the ice world inhabited by nomads and strange beasts,
the cyborg warrior who is sent to destroy Endymion and Aenea
when the Church has failed or refused Epic it is. and hugc:ly
inventive, sustaining its power over four hundred pages with
vast pace: and energy_

and humans have had to undergo gene:tic engineering in order
to survive. Quite what this involved has bc:c:n lost in the mists
of time, but there arc rumours that 'Scrpent's blood' flows in
Reviewed by Barbara Davies
some: human veins. This could have profound consequences.
because: periodically the planet undergoes a dramatic
Middle volumes of sf/fantasy trilogies are always problematic.
environmental shift which triggers something dormant in the:
Book One paints the backdrop, introduces the characters and
genes...
sets up the problem to be: overcome or quest to be undertaktn:Andris Myrasol, a minor prince, and his colleagues from
Book Three brings resolution, recognition of lessons learned
the first book, Princc:ss Lucrc:zia, the merchant Carus Fraxinus,
(and often a romantic wedding or two). But Book Two? The
the: giantess Dhalla and the Serpent Mossassor among others,
author must continue: to juggle the balls tossed in the air in
must travel to the eponymous 'Salamander's Fire'. This is easier
Book Onc:; minor balls may fall and be: rc:placc:d but major said than done; the company's c:scom, hive creatures known as
ones must remain airborne for use: in Book Three:. Often, then,
dragomites, provoke a violent reaction from General Shabir.
Book Two is little more than travc:1ogue. an interval be:twe'Cn
commander of the army patrolling the land they propose to
theacu.
crQS.S. In Book One, Andris and his fellows underwent separate:
Such an argument could be made against Salilmandtr's Fire:
adventures before joining forces in the Dragomite Hills; Book
T1Je Stalnd Book. of Gmesys. The quest for 'The Pool of Life' Two, as you might expect, uses the bloody confrontation
continues, the landsca~ changes, but little progress is actualJy
be:twC'Cn the dngomitts and General Shabir's men to split the
made. But it is sometimes better to travc:l hopefully than to
company apart again. By the cnd of s"lilmantkr'. Fire. some of
arrive and Stablc:ford certainly makes the journey interesting!
Andris's company have reach~ their destination and some
The setting is sf masquerading as fantasy: a planet whtte all
have not, but the answer to the riddle: of their genetic heritage
matter including stone: and metal eventually roU. Colonisc:d by
remains as c:Iusive as ever.
humans and the flora and fauna they brought with them, the:re
I found it hard to get into this at first, even though I'd read
is now com~tition, frie:ndly and othe:rwise, between their
and enjoyed the previous volume, Serpent's Blood. Stableford
desttndants and those of the plane:t's original inhabitants,
took the decision (wrongly, I think) to omit both a 'story so
Scrpents, Salamanders, dragomites. manticores... Over the
far' summary and a checklist of characters. Instead, his
centuries, the tide of winners and losers has ebbe:d and fl~ characters constantly refer to past events, dripfcc:ding the

Brlao Stableford

Salamandtr's Firt
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missing information to the reader. Unfortunately, it isn't
enough, and this lack undermines the opening action scene.
Leaving a f~ unanswered questions to entice the reader is one
thing, leaving so many that they au completely in the dark is
another! Stableford's prose style doesn't exactly help; while
smooth and erudite, it is also leisurely to say the least, full of
long sentences, qualifiers and double negatives, and many of his

characters speak at great length too. All of which is a great
shame, as the r~ard for persevering is a plot that gradually
begins to grip, and an epic landscape peopled with vivid and
wonderful alien creations that rival anything by Jack Vance.
Overall, I have mixed feelings about this volume, but I am
intrigued enough to want to read the third and final part of the
trilogy, Chimera's Cradle.

Echoes of/uti

discovers himself and comes to terms with his past and who he,
and his father, really are.
Echoes of lssd is not really my cup of tea. It's not really sf
There's no sf idea, nothing sinal about it It's simply a war
story set in space where the masuki can be substituted for any
off-the-shelf baddie you care to think of (or take against,
perhaps). It's not badly written, not badly put together; it's
competent enough as far as it goes. But I felt frustrated by it. I
felt it was a cop-out. The masuki are just an excuse and they are
never depicted as anything other than animals, despite their
obvious technologies. The leading characters are drawn from a
narrow cast and there is never any real attempt to understand
the situation either politically or socially. While I was reading
this novel I kept wondering what I would think if I lived in the
society depicted in this book. I think it would be: what aren't
they telling me? But maybe I'm just too suspicious.

Dlaon Thoroley
1VR,

199~

351pp, 123.95

Reviewed by Stephen Payne
Tristan is the teenage son of Admiral Serege, Commander of
the Unified Worlds Special Forces, but he has been used and
abused by the alien masuki; brainwashed into believing his
father is a murderer and a liar. The masuki are an unsavoury
bunch of dog-faced creatures who like nothing better than a bit
of rape and pillage; their idea of a good time is to conquer a
planet and sell the populace into slavery - and those they can't
sell, the old, the young and the infirm, they torture and kill.
Anyway, because Tristan has been kept captive and knows his
way around, he has to lead a bunch of commandos in to rescue
the hostages from the masuki and save the day. Yes, it's about
growing up. It's a coming-of-age novel where the young Tristan

Aogus Wells

Exile's Children

MilleniNm, 1995, 582pp, £/6.99, £10.99 ph
Reviewed by Andrew Adams
This hefty tome - weighing in at 582 pages - is really two
novels with similar themes interleaved with each other. There is
a plot connection but it's not really vital.
The shorter of the two is about three people exiled from
the conquered country of wan by an oppressive regime of
invaders. One is a thief, justly exiled though he still has cause
for complaint against the invaders, since if they find out about
his powers of prophetic dreaming they will burn him at the
stake. One reason he's a thief is to avoid their notice in honest
employment. The other two are a serving girl, exiled for
resisting rape at the hands of an officer of the invaders, and a
gentleman exiled for murder - he killed a man who challenged
him to a duel. They are exiled to the n~ly opened continent of
Salvation. Following the normal sort of adventures they fmally
reach some measure of safety.
The other, longer, novel is about a group of 'barbarians',
reminiscent of barbarian horse tribes from Conan to Robert
Adams. They have five clans, two of which are at odds all the
way through the book. Initially, a member of the 'good' tribe is
exiled with his wife for killing someone who abducted and
raped her. The killing was committed under a religiously

Cherry WJlder

Signs ofLift
1VR,

J99~

349pp, 123.95

Reviewed by Norman Beswick
Cherry Wilder began her sf career with the Torin books for the
juvenile market. Since her adult sf novel, Seamd NalKU, was
published in 1982 she has concentrated on fantasy and horror
novels and a handful of sf short stories. Su:ond NatKTe described
the interactions of a numbc:r of human castaways on an Earthlike planet, Rhomary Land, which was also the home of other
intriguing species. In FoNndation 54, Yvonne Rousseau dr~

enforced truce, and only the crimes of the dead man mitigate
the death sentence to exile. Later, everyone from this world
becomes an exile or dies. There is some discontinuity within
this part of the story: the 'evil' clan's magician (another
prophetic dreamer) has some strange prophetic dreams offering
'Saruman's bargain' essentially. Despite appearing to take up
this offer he and the clan chief do not seem to go through with
the bargain.
The barbarian tribes and the neighbouring dwarfs are wellcharacterised, and the two worlds are well-described There are
odd niggles about the procession of the plot however, the ma.in
one being the discontinuity mentioned above. As with previous
works by Wells, I find his writing to be a touch dry - the
emotion is mostly lacking. In fact, the strongest emotions
invoked by the book arc anger at the injustices that result in
the exile of the main characters.
The other main problem is Wells' choice of names. He has
a particular fondness for y's in his names: one of the main
characters is called Davyd - forgivable. Later, we come across
two minor characters who are only there to be killed off,
Danyael and Rogyr. This is a touch overdone.
On the whole, this is a moderately good novel, with little
scope for a direct sequel (a rarity these days), although he
might re-use the world again. Not quite on a par with his
earlier 'Kingdoms' trilogy, but an absorbing read generally.

comparisons between the events in that novel and the
legendary experiences of castaways in colonial Australia and in
Wilder's homeland, New Zealand.
This n~ novel returns to Rhomary Land, with survivors
from the wrecked starship Serendip Dana making hazardous
emergency landings in a number of lifeboats, quite unaware
that any other humans have precc:ded them. They are scattered,
so they do not know at first who has survived and who not.
They are a various lot: military, scientists, musicians, androids,
a f~ have psi talents and so on. Ambitions, group loyalties,
prejudices, sexual liaisons and jealousies proliferate, almost
pulling the community of survivors apart. Deaths from disease,
Arst Impressions • page 23
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accident and homicide aacerbate the divisions; the pull of
gravity on Rhomary is 1.75 of Earth's, increasing the: physical
strain; the unknown nature of the local flora and fauna add to
the tensions.. lbcn they begin to be aware of their by now
indigenous human predc<essors, to whom we as readers have
bttn introduced quite early on.
Wilder deploys a wide cast of characters., each deftly
individualised, though we particularly follow the actions and
reactions of one woman. First lieutenant Anat Ashcr, media
and education officer. Her clear-headedncss and general good
~n~ in the cnd help to savethe castaways from greater disaster,
but me is no idealised heroine and Wilder captures well the
confused muddle of human society faced with intolerable
strains. The story reads like a realist novel, or like those
patiently meticulous books explaining What Space Travel Will
Bc Like; except that it is written by a quirky author with an
unusual grasp of the chaotic nature of human interactions and
no very obvious 'message'.

In this she differs sharply from (say) R~tt Heinlein or
Orson Scott Card, where the narrative is shaped towards a
doctrinal thesis, or the 'Downbelow' boola of G.l. Cherryh
where most of the story is SC'Cn through one character's eyes.
This is no 'space western' where, in the end, might and right
are confusedly interchangeable; Australasian settlement history
lacks the Amc:rican confidence in manifest destiny, and so does
Cherry Wilder. Her narrative is all the more believable as a

"'WL
Don't conclude that she is short on imagination: it
abounds. Her characters are her own, not tuen from a
standard pack. The living creatures on Rhomary are interesting
variants on those of Earth, and she has an android who
unexpectedly begins to dream. As I read, my respect for the
author grew: this is no run-of-the-mill formula novel but a.
genuine and absorbing story told by a perceptive writer with
her own unmistueable vision. I shall now setk out her other
writing and hope we shall sce more of her sf.

which Jack becomes a big-time hero by virtue of never being
sidetracked into sf writing. Connie Willis offers a tale of timetourists in which Jack is onc day acknowledged as a big-time
Review by Brian Stablcford
hero in spite of being thus sidetracked David Weber and Paul
Dellinger provide contradictory explanations of Giles
Intense competition in the US paperback market has given rise
Habibula's drafting to Tbt Lqio" t( Spaa. John Miller gives us
a sequel to 17u Ltgion t( Time.. Poul Anderson, Mike Resnick
to many different experiments in packaging. most of which
attempt to multiply selling points in ingenious ways.. One of and Jane lindskold offer sidelights to DA,ku TbA" YOM Tbi"k.
the more intriguing experiments of this kind is the anthology
Bcn Sova provides ~rious account of the Humanoids from
in honour of a favourite writer, which attempts to tot up the
'With Folded Hands'. Jcff Brcdcnburg an unserious one, and
Fred Sabcrhagen an account of what transpires when the
points generated by the author's name, the editor's name and
the contributors' names and then collect a sentimental bonus
Humanoids met the Bcrserkers. lbc rest... well, the rest simply
for the handsome gesture itself. Presumably the apcriment
offer stories that have something in common with Jack's work
- which, given that Jack's work is so wonderfully various,
worked well enough when Tor tried it with Andre Notton
(Moonsin,rU1 Frimds edited by Susan Shwasu., 1985) and lsuc could be said of just about any story rc:motely connected with
the genre. All of this work is both respectful and respectable,
Asimov (FoII"ti4lio,,'J FrimtfJ edited by Martin H. Greenberg
but I cannot help feeling that if there is to be a sequel to Tb,
and introduced by Ray Bradbury, 1989), so now it is Jack
Williamson's turn - except, apparently, that he has an effect
Lttion of Time, or sidelights to Dllrltu TbAn YOM Tlsink, etc, etc,
then the person to write them - and the only person who
rather than friends, which might or might not be construed as
could make them authentic - is Jack Willianuon.
a compliment.
If it's the thought that counts, then this has to be reckoned
I have to confess, feeling horribly guilty as I do so, that the
a worthy book before it's even opened Jack Williamson has
only story in Tb, WiliiAmso" FJlta which actually Sttmed to me
bct:'n a pillar of the sf and fantasy fields since their inception;
to have any interest beyond that of a generous gesture was
Saberhagen's 'The Bad Machines', a conle phi/mophillNe which
he is the only author to have published worthwhile work in
actually succ«ds in adding something - if only a glorified
every single decade since the 1920s and onc of very few to have
proved himself capable of producing lucid, intelligent and
footnote - to the implications of the original story. In saying
innovative work in his eighties. I have long bttn a devout so I do not mean to insult any of the other contributors, who
admirer of his work and my mind still boggles at the delirious were attempting to do the impossible and did so bravely; I
memory of the one occasion when I met him, at the World..S¥- cannot im~ine that any other cast could have done better. Nor
Conference in Chengdu, when we were trapped by landslides in
do I think that it would be wiser or safer to postpone the
the Panda reservation at Wolong and the People's Army had to
production of such monuments as this until a writer is dead.
Perhaps, aftu .all, the propriety of the work is secured by the
be mobilized to labour through the night in order to to clear a
pass.age for us (and, of COUtSC, the 200 other people who observation that if people working within the sf field cannot
happened to be with us). I am wholeheartedly in favour of the
attempt the impossible as a matter of course, who on earth
idea of a book compiled in his honour - but I can only
will?
sympathi~ with the predicament of the writers invited to
I don't know whether the marketplace will agree, but I give
the oue a bonus point for using the man's name. I could not
contribute to it.
How does onc actually go about writing a story to honour
like it even half as well if it were called Firuhi/d'J Progmy or
another writer? Frcdcrik Pohl - who collaborated with him on
Stttu CtkbraJiD".
some excellent novels - offers an alternative history story in

Roger ZeJazny (Ed)
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David Alaaader

514r T,d Cnator. 1be Authorised

Biography o/Gene Roddenbeny
&xJm, 1996, £1299, 599pp

R.cviewed by Julie Atkin

Paperback Reviews
edited by
Tanya Brown
Gill Alderman

1be A1emory Pala.u
1996, £5.99, 421pp

~"Wl',

ReviewedbySteve)dfery
Oncruponatime ..
The Horytdler finishl'S, OCXl'S ilChing hands and taps a key. The
words vanish into the mytlerious innards of lhc: machin~ Another
story is finished, a DeW one about to bqin. Guy Kl'Ster Parados,
baudli", author of t!K New Mythoqia and the storia of the
ArdlIn~ KOK1K~ shuts his howc. ..ys goodbye to his ghost and
takl'S the road for France, called by the IUK of his gypiy ex-wife,
Hekn.
Once upon a time...
Kosc.hei Corbillion, former Novice and now mercenary in the
Brotherhood of the Green Wolf, seu aside the building of his
Memory Palace and begins his own journey, called by the lure of
power, the position of Archmat:e and his love for the sorureu
Nemion~

1be moment of interK'Ction of their jo..JmcyJ (as of course they
must) is both shoding and unc:xp«ted, so deftly handled that you
only realise. with chilled aWaleDCU, ;.ut what has taken plxc
moments before. From that point on, throu&h Parados' shod and
delirium, the real and the fICtional fully entwine to bri", the
storyteller and the ~e, both uniquely and terribly maimed, to
face: each other in the Library of the Palace of Memory.
This is a marvellous, intricately complex and subtk bool lime
and landscape constantly slip the boundaties betwcc:n the Lyon of the
twentieth and ninetcc:nth cenlury and the timeless Pagur, the Mutable
City in the IMld of Malthassa. Characters, real and fictional, human
and ghosu, cross and rtCUr to follow their own stories in a
bcwilderifll profusion of guises. The whole book mounds with
echoes and premonitiom, from the opcnifll senlen« to Koschci's
final footnote enOy in his jo..Jma~ and a qc JWt of the fun is in
catchifll them, or beifll deli&htfully tripped up by them lam in the
book rOh, of COUfSL- j. I won't ;m: them away bc::re. Partly bcaUK
it would spoil much of the plcasure, and putly bcawc, in Fcrmat's
tcasing note, there is so much in heK "that this margin is too small
to contain."
I don't think I've been so thoroughly delighted by a work of
fantasy since Elizabeth Hand'l Wi1fteTloq or Crowley's /I'Dpl. Gill
Alderman steps up as onc of our best and most accomplished fantasy
writers. Highly rcc:ommendcd. A real treaL

At about six hundred pages, at times I thought that reading this
would be my own five-year mission. This is not a book for the casual
StilT rid: viewer like myself; it's far too long and detailed, and I ended
up skimming through whole chapters. H~r, the autobiography is
not really intended for anyone other than Iwd-core TId: fMll, who
want 10 know the:: particulars of Roddcnbeny's life and worl
The book is fully authorised and cooperated with by ill subjttt
and his wife Majcl Barrrtt, to the:: atent that the:: writer was onc of
only four people at Roddcnberry's private funeral service.
Euly chapters cover, in more"Or-lcss chronological detail,
Rockknberry's parenU, his school life, his army training and wa.r
experience, his early fiut marriage, and his carcc:rs as a priviuc pilot
and then in the police forc~ During his time as a police officer,
Roddcnbcrry moved from being an amateur to a professional
television writer, eventually leaving to become a full-time writer.
The book then covers the making of the original StilT rid: serin
in some detail, focuuifll on Roddcnberry's b.attla to keep the
programme true to his vision of iL Hil and the fans' flgbt to keep the
show on the air is covered, and ~ntually the story of how
Roddcnberry lost control of the projttt durifll the filrru.
It also COVCTJ the period between the endifll of the origiOloI scria
and the first movie bciD& planned, with Roddcnberry'l non-sf film,
his pilots for other seria that were n~r m~ and his unfinished
novel
The autobiography featurl'S countleu letter and memos to and
from Roddcnbcrry. This would be of interest to anyone with a great
interelt for the man and his work. but is far too long and detailed to
interest a casual reader.
NidlcJlcNidlolls' autcJbtosraphy,8qmtdUh"rD,i$rcviewcdonpagc= 11

StevlC Perry, SllCphaal
Perry, Davld Blsc:hoff

Aliens Om"ibNJ: 7JJt Female
War'O" 'Genocide'
MiJlatilU1l, 1996, £5.99, 574pp

Reviewed by Martyn Taylor
Novel tie·ins from a film series IVhich plummeted after a fascinating
but deeply-flawed original arc not guarantcc:d to gel me reading with
enthusiasm. When you add styla which ale the equivalent to "let's
write the movie right here" from authors who appeal never to have
read a film script, much less written onc, see me ruchifll for Valium.
I was not pkasantly lurprised by this offeri~ Film is about
character·based action, but in neithc.r story is there any charxter
development wluouocveL Why build a c/lancter when they'rt z;oing
to die in two hunchd pagl'S at the most (why? became that's what
the ~r wants. dummy). Even Riplcy, onc of the most iconic
figUres of late twcnt:ieth<cntury Wl'Stern culture. is nothifll morc
than the celluloid cut"OUt last seen in filial AJ for the action; wel~ it
bowls along on rails and will doubtll'SS play on the widescrcens of
stunted l3.ycar-<lld imaginations everywhere.
Which gels me to the real reason for being mad My kids arc the
market for this tripe and they deserve an awful lot betler than this,
the equivalent of handifll a cobra to a child who's askifll for bread I
hope Millenium's accountantslttpS well

GrICg8ear

Utacy
/..q;re1ItI, 1996, £5.99, 41o,p

Reviewed by Calin Bird
Even in a hard SF universe crowded with Bit: Dumb Ob;ms Grcg
Bear's the Way, discovered in Eo" and explored in Eknrity, is an
impressive creation. For those not familiar, the WilY is an artificially
created universe which kads to an infinite variety of stalS and other
dimensions. In l..qtuy Bear Kins in hil Space Opera instincts and seU
the uory on just onc of the worlds acauible via the Way.
PUlP ACTION • page 25
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Tk ilN&i~tM bp this tilm coma: from an atraordinary
world of comptting «OIystems - a fucinati~ cOlUisttnt and
bditvably alien, non-tVolutionary biology.
Lamarkia is a ntw &kn, discover~ when the Way w;,u first being
aplolcd. A visionary leader takes four thousand dissidents and
cte.apcs from tht Haamon, who administer tht Way, and bcgilU a
colony on l.a.maJkia. Thty arc forgot1tn for a number of years as war
ra&et in the Way until the Haamon Knd an a&ent, Ser Olmy, to
diKOVtI what has happtncd to the: diuidcnu.
A brKf prolosut provides all tht introductory information you
need be:fore Olmy is thrown Itraipt into tht unfamiliar
envirommnt. lt'l a grippi~ ItOry from the start u Olmy must
dcttnnine what success the dissidenu have made of their colonisation
efforu and try to come to an understanding of the world'l biology.
The narrative slackens as Olmy joins a Ka aptd.ition but the planet
throws up pknty of zoological wonden to lustain a KnK of
fascination.
Olmy's diSCOVtrio of political infll.htin&: arnonp:t tht diuidcnU
reminds Im of SOIm of the weaker IDOlmnU in hillast book, Mm.,
Mus, but this tilm Bar haup his story on a more attentiongrabbing idea, the a1Kn environmtnt of the planet Lamarkia. This
inv<:ntiv<: novd continues tllt rn;tnt rejuvenation of h;ud SF along
with books from Baxter, Robinson, Hamilton and Banks.

Travis is the: 'hero', Shamn is a nalted Succubus, &atria: is a Fairy
Princcu and Jad is a Demon and a sometime sa-liIm director. Tk
'villains' arc a vampire prince calltd Valeric and his 'sooctrer sidekick'
Damion.
Despite the interClting sounding cast list the book lacks
origiJulity. It is a SOllll.':What farcical 'comedy' which relies on
inconpuoul villJill illUlery and juV<:nik humour for ill jokes. 11tl.':
fact that Sharon is nalttd il not in itself funny, but this fact is wed
almost ad museum. There is onc wondc:rful ICtne invotving a bank
robbery and, indirealy, a lmall furry animal, which miidt ffiC bugh
aloud but for the most part most of the humour dXIn't work.
It's a quid and easy read, and might pan the time if you're
stranded on a British Rail ltation, but with so nuny good books
available I do not recommend this m~iocrity.

Dead Tbings

Ric.ltard Calder
V~

1996, £4.99, 199pp

R.l.':vicwul by5rcveJeffery

This book worries IlK. Dud 17Ji.zs, a sequel onc supposes to Dud
Girls and Dud &yr. is a near catalosue of fctishistic pornographic
imagery, violence and murder. Thil whole intensely uneasy, even
unhealthy, mu:ture is wupped in lome of the most tortuous and
convoluttd prose inugimhle: KnteDCC:I that start, almost
Davld Bdn
TbeUp/jftW.,. immediately Icad off into endless diversions and digmsions btfore
fmally colbpsin&. o:hausttd and mostly ull1ClOlvtd a ~e bter. The
0rlJiJ ~ 1996, £6.99, 638"
styk is either Triltram Shandy out of Burrouglu. or the resulll of
Rtvicwcd by John D. Owtn
someone who has tCTTTlinally ov<:rdoscd on early Rallard As, far ou I
17Jt Uplift W..,. is the third in David Brin's celebrated 'Uplift' series,
can make out. there arc girl dolls, l a vampim - the Lilim, and a
man, or alKn, or COlUtruet, called D~on, a renegade Elohim, whose
preceded by S"AdifJa and SWtiJe Risiq. all thK'C now rtprintill&
minion is to kilt them all and unleash a wapon, the Reality Bomb,
alongside lhe hardbilck publication of BrilhlAeu Raf.
1J,e Uplifl W4r fiu in after St4rtilk RisiA,f. tht tvents of that book
that will destroy the world of Meta (whatcver that is). By about the
prropitating lhe ntw problems to be solved in Tht Uplifl W.r. The
middle of the book very few things have actually happened, although
planet of Garth hou come under the hunun control, the ntWctt race
wc know more than wc probably ca.rc to about the prot<tgonist,
on tbe:: Gabctic scent. Evolvtd to intdligencc: and advanced
through his warped PJychopathy of l a and death and his incatuous
ttdaoologies by thtir own drom. humans arc regarded with suspicion
love for his cbd-Yrlsister Primavtra..
and hatred by many races in thc Fiv<: Galaxies. floutinl 10111AftCfSOffiC 100 or so~cs of this incrcd.iblyconvoluttd prose, it
establishtd protocols for lhc 'upliftiIl&' of elKnt rKa owil1l savitudc
transpires thiit ~n il the Rality Bomb, an artificial bOn& a.nnai
along thc way to patrons.. in Io~ chailU of obligation roiIl& bad: to
and trigerul with an information virus - that, dcto~ted in the core
the mythK:.i1 Progenitors. To the more conserv:ativ<: rKa, hununs art
sanctum of the Lilim nympbenbe:rg. will propagate back and forth
wolflings, and art tvtn more hated because thq have uplifttd two
through time and space as a sort of anti·meme ag.a.inst the Ia-dcath
othtr Ttrtan sptties, the dolphins and chimpanzca.
universe of Meta. At the climax (sorry) of the book, this il stOlgcd
Onc race, the bird·like Gubru, take desperate risks la gain
against a diversionary Elohim attad: on the nymphenbcrg that reads
supposed SCOC'U found in SUr/ilk Risi"l. Thq invade Garlh, hokli~
like a fctishistic snuff movie. or illhoot-out in a lingcr~ department.
the hunun population to ransom. Howcvcr, in tlKir arropncc. thc
I don't know what Caldcr's up to.lfthil is supposed to bc deep
Gubru underestimate the raoun:a of the humans' 'improperly
psycbologic.al cornmmt then it's cone: ri&ht past me, and I can't
upliftcd' dienu, thf: chimps. With the Ut of ill YOUIll huIYWI man
dtcidc whether what remains is complct.c1y risibk or deeply
and a YOU~ felTlillk Tymbrimi (ill race strongly supportive of humam),
unhealthy. I can't St( on with this book; I don't know wbat it's tryil1l
the chimps otpnisc resistanet ag.a.iost the invaders. both to fllht
to say, but if it's DOt tryin&: to say anything thcn ,.,.hat's left has the
biick ~nst an ilUressor, but also to keep ICOrt an illcpl apcrilm.J11- taste of a brutal wet drc:am fantasy.
I may be wrong. I sinccrely hope so.
being conducttd by the Tcrrans.
Brin's storytelling abilities come to the fore i" 1J,e Up/ifl W4r. He
handles a large cast attcmcly well, and the course of tht war is
skillfully laid out to make a thrilling. nail.biting storylinc that moves
Davld Call1.a.
Fortrr.Js Manhattan
at brt3knttk speed The whok Uplift series so far has been c:xccUent,
Go&"lZ, 1996, £5.99, JJ6pp
hip quality spact' opera, compubm: IUCfin&. The:: only compwnt is
the length of tilm be:twttn voluma: (nine years bl.':twttn this book
andBr«hl.tSJ&t!J.
IllStcad of buying this book you could buy a bottle of wine, or a
cinema ticket, orsD: National Lonery tickeu, or", Fril1lkly, it doon't
D1Yic! Brin's mOll =ent nom, Bnp/1ItIJ Rat is miewtd on
4.
matter what you buy, as long as you don't wane your monq on this
novel.
There is real science fiction, a lirerature of ideal lhat lkals with
John Brosnan
Have Demon, Will Tmvd the coDll.':CJuencc:s of imagincd changes, in the past, in the future,
Arrow, 1996, £4.99, 168pp
technology, the way people rebte to onc another... and then there is
Rtvicwcd by Kathy Taylor
accasory Kicncc: fw:tion, that doesn't want to deal with real ideas.
The purveyors of this stuff just want the imqcs of raveni~ stttlThis book is thcsequtl to DUl1uJ .A' Ftl.Ary.lfyou enjoy~ the fint
~ ~ mUbnts, desiptr incqlJillity, tedmokv that goes bang a lot.
book, and some rcvicwcrs Ittmcd to, you will probolbly tnjoy this
They want the M1V level imqcs of a fiftttnth-rate Kicnce fiction
O~
film and thq don't ca.rc how unreal it stU.
The story rtvolves ilIOUnd a journalist, Travis Thomson and hil
Example: the hero of this book 'moves carefully' while rats arc
companions from D4mAtJJ IlAd FiltHy, Jack, Sharon and Beiltricc.
nibbling at his lower legs. I don't think so.

p.
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Tbc women uc .1 colkction of ptrfcd bodies hewn from tM
living utttOtypc, but lhm Kt uc .111 the other chuacters, c:xcqJt that
thqt bd. tlK pb.wibiliry of your ave:r:q;e Itereotype. The plot il
nonKnI;a1 .tnd the writing is the bat thiOl about it, which isn't
saying much.

Allan Cole &:

Chris Buneh
Rcvi~ by Lynne Bilph.llTl

1be Kingdoms afthe Nighl

UtPttl,

1995, £5.99, 450pp

The third volume is DOl USU.llly the bat plact to bqin radiOl a
fantasyKria, but7«K~Jrfl#tNigIt, a1~ it r&n b.tck to
Ullicr boob in ~ Fu K.in&doms' Kl'ia, is Idf-coot:.tined - and it
is luch a pippin& lad that I dwl be rwhiOl out to buy ill
pKdcccssors.
Almuic Antero, hero of the lint volume: - 71Je Fflr Ki1l.ltlomr ~althy merchant-adventurtr and w"coverer of the Iqendary Fu
Kingdoms and their magic, has grown old His wife, who he brought
back from the Far Kingdoms to his home in the city of Oriu.l, has
died, while his son, who hopes to inherit his track empire, is proving
to be a most unworthy heir. It mml to Alrrwic that his life is hardly
worth living. but he is joltm out of his self-pity by the arrival of
)anda, a YOUI1& woman daimil1& to be the great-panddaughw of lhc
wiz:a.rd )anos Gtq>doak, Alrrwic's onHime companion on his
ori&.inal voy:q;e of aploration.
Jamb. convinces Alrrwic that she is indeed Grqdou's patgranddaughter, ;md fun./Krmort thal the lands Alrrwic and
Greydoak discovered were not the Fu Kingdoms of legend Soon
Alrrwic finds himself talkm into joining )anc:lill on a voy:q;e lo
diswver the true Fu Kingdoms, a voyage thal some m:q;ical power
inimical to Grilla seems determinm to prcvenL Ikfore they have
even casl anchor, Almuic and )anda arc facing assassination
attempts and demons, and the journey that follows proves to be both
dangerous and fanwtical - and .1 triumph of the authon'
im:q;inations. 71Je Ki1«thmts t(lhe NillJt is the most enjoyabk fanwy
I have: read this yUl - hi&hly r<:a>mmcnckd

Various Writers/Artist.

SMpermJln: ErtuJiUltion

Moen<:h, Gula<:y &: Austin

Batman

contaiJKd stories.. The Bat mytholog is suitably ap.ll}dcd to include
a Hannibal L«ter-styk scrial killer, incuttratm in Arkham Asylum.
Tbcrt is lots of c:ape--straini~ action, an effective: new sUpC'r villain
and .1 subtat of behavioural psychology bucrl upon anthropolog.ist
B.F. Skinne-r's theories (hone-sll). The im:q;e of BaUTIan. brtaking fKC'
from a suaitjadet, which gr;J;CCS the cover of this handsome graphic
novC'!, is a due to Gr;J;nt's take on the super hero - simultanwusly
serious and tongue in cheek. Great use of the fr.llTle throughout by
utin. Norm Brtyfogle, who has 01 strong. kinetic, sryle. A trut for
Batfans.

Greg

Eaa.

Axioma.lit
MilJDlilml, 1996, £4.99, J68pp

Reviewed by Stcve Palmcr
This, the- fint volume of Crq Fpn's short stories to be published,
oollcclJ eighteen worb into a dear, incisive volume. Many of the
short ,toriel we-re originally publisho:! in Jlttetzo1ft, and some-thing of
that magaline's leanings comes through in this collection - a cert.ain
f1(.;J.f-futurc, often dystopian yet vivid, atmosphere th;J;t mingles what
link thert il of thc human sidC' of cyberpunk with mort meaningful
aploration of the human psyche.
PuticuhJ gems uc 'l.euniOl to be Me', in which .1 jewel is pb.c<:d
in .1 chikl'l brain and attempts to copy thc identity of thc human by
biochc.m;al mt.lIlI (or does it?); and tlK classic l.tnzo1fe talt: '"I1K
CutiC" from 1989, in which a desperate rTWJ uUs a DNA kit
(Ca~e Patch doll?) and e-nds up dilCOVCti~ the meaning of
sufferillJ.
Q!.Iantum biz.ll'rtnc.u appeus when a man is m;J;ppc:d into
Cantor dUJt, and the infinite is creatm - but is identity lost? ('The
Infinite Assusin'). ElJewhere, the ;J;b~tJ;J;et becomes real to .1 man who
rccrutes AlDS for the purpose- of spreading ethics - or what he
supposes arc ethics, since he believes in God ('The Mor;J;l Virologist}
Tbcre arc few duds in this book, and fu more- by way of unusual,
ilTUlinativ~ and just plain nuabrt ideas. The- fascination with iuues
of human idr:ntiry knds .1 humane q k to the colkction, while the
sometimes crttpy ~tion (Grcg Epn would have: ba:n a Gothic
writer in another century) seOOs it into the SF str:alosphcr<:. An
acellcnt book and a good introduction to Fpn', work.

TIlJt.,1995, £8.99, 160pp
VI.

Prrdttlor 2

Ti141f, 1995, £4.99, 140pp
Grant &: Breyfogle

Clayton Emery

Balman: The Lasl Arltham
Ti141f, 1996, .l8.99, 110pp

Reviewm By Colin Bird

Magic 1bt Gathuing
- Shattered Chains
Magic 1bt GalherinK
- Final Sac.riJiu
&xtrrr, 1995. £5.99. J12ppjJIZpp

Comia and movies have: b«omc incnricably linkm with chuacten
leapin& from one- form to the othC':r.. Tbc uansfer used to be one: way,
with charactm who wert succusful in comia bc:i~ tried on the bi&
scrcen. Now we-'K getting traffIC the Olhcr yqy with D.lJk Horse
turning AliDIJ and Prrth1lIr into chart-topping comic books. The
symbiotic TC'b.tionship mans comic books .lie trading invention for
tr;J;ck muk recognition. Surprisingly, the form is still 01 breeding
ground for upC'rimenbtion and originality.
The tirm old-style- books arc stin being chumtd out very
profiubly and SKpt:mUUI: &tUiiutiolt is a prime example. With .lJI
ever-chang.ing roster of artisll and write-rs it's no surprise that the
stol)'line i, r.llTlbling and the artwork anodyne. For IM r<:a>rd, the
Eoocator is 01 Kryptonian ;utefm which do...ly changes SUpttrl"Wl
into .1 cold--hcartm Fascist 5cvcral bdlwIR blttks with fotS, okt
and OC'W. vc: mixm into thc bltnd
B.aunan has always ba:n .1 IDOrt compelling IUpC'r-bC'ro,
PMticuhJly in the h;mds of such apcrt writers as Frank Miller. GfUlt
Morrison and Ab.n Grant who ap\ort the chAracte-r's psychotic s~
&lmlt1f vs. PmJIIlor 2: BlootlmflldJ has Itrong artwork and furious
action aplenty but is too conventional [0 acite much passion. Fans
of the Dark Knight will find plenty to enjoy but this story lacks

<kpth.
&I""".: 71Je W ArilMM is more original A deliciously witty and
intdli&ent ult from DCI 'Shadow Of Tbc Bat' stnnd of Klf-

RMcwm by LyllJK Bispham

These books arc tM lasl two volumc:s in a Klies bucrl on the 'M:q;jc
The G;J;theril1&' tr:ading cud pmc. Presumably they arc aimed at
youD3er rcadcu, for their vocabuWy .tnd plots can only be described
as unsophisticated; but why this :q;e group (say, lQ..-13 yeus) should
have IUch unin~piring fanwy inflicto:! on them is anyone's guess.
These bookl may do well enough as u:te-ndcd scenarios for the
'M:q;ic' giUTle, but as fiction they .lie dire. In Shfllloai Chfli1fl, Gull the
Woodcuner is lading a r:q;gal army in a crusade to rid the Domains
of evil wizards.. Gull has no military ability, but a wurior.woman.
Ra.ltcl scnt by the- City of 8cnalia to assassinate- Gull IttI the
riptrowness of his causc and tr:a.ins his army. Gull', si'iter,
Grccnslttva, is shown how to use her ma&ical powers by the druid
Ctwlqo. A m:q;jc:;J;1 artif..a in thc army'1 keeping. a grttn brain, taka
the- lhape of .1 stone: bC'lrn which may bold the: Jttrrt of how the
wiunh can be defutm...
I have DOl pbytd the 'Magic' Inding card pme, but from the
evidence of Shfllloai ClIIti.s and Fi1ffl/ S4aifia., it is likcly to consist of
'fJgbu' between 'dwacters', as many of these gamCl do. The plot of
Firral Sacrifia consisll mainly of baules bC'tween Gull, Greensleeves
and their followen, and the- wiurds and their umies of ora, goblin"!
and phantasms. Gul1 and Grttml~(:I arc first seen attacking
individual wizards. The <ViI wiurds band together to attack Gull and
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his army. MeIDwhile, Cull and Creenslccva MC $UJCJli~ for tbc
~ncit:nt ruins of tbc CoUqe of tbc ~d, where I.hc KCJCt of lhc
wizards' defeat may be burted. Unsurprisingly, there is ~ flml ~nle
in which I.hc wizards MC defeated UnfortulUtdy, even I.hc lriumph
of Cood over Evil is not enough to make these books ~ worthwhile
"",-

Anyone who rad and Iovcd T~ &d Plait) - and I am onc wiUlove thi1. Pcrlaps I lave mined wmcthill& but this oovcl Kerns
~ very different kettle of fub. Can't wait for I.hc fIna.I installmcnt.
which doubtkss will be different apin.

DOUII., Hill
FranCeJ Gordon

The DC'fJiI'J Piper
HUlI1/ilU, 1995, £5.99, 5J4pp

Reviewed by Jon Wal12ce
The Black Chant. Feature of music with duk overtones through the
a&es. Said to lavc power enough to raise the dead from the grave.
When hard Wol inheritJ ~ cottage in Ireland from his pandf~ther,
lhc composer Judc Weiuman, he finds the 1o~.lost score of die
[)cvirl Piper Suite and pbys tbc mUSK...
Thil novel doesn't han& about By ~e forty, ~ tomb has opened
and a reocpdc hiJb priest. dead for centuries tw revived and is
prowliIII the Earth. And I.hc action jwt whizzes on from I.hcre..
hard il enlisted by Brothc.r Ciaran to help him mum the undcad
AhuueruJ 10 the tomb tlat his Otdcr tw guarded for centuries. But
when the coffin is ItOIen, hMCI, Cwan, Kate Kcndal, 01. mUSK
promoter and 10C0l1 bu Moira band together 10 follow the thieves
across Europe to the dread castle of Eisell<lCh. This is to be die site of
01. rcvival of Nazism that is set to devastate die planet ...
I was prepared not 10 like this book, based on the blurb which
sccmed to describe a hackneyed plot, and equally hackneyed
characters. But the actual plOI is better than that, and the characters
arc well eDOugh drawn that wc get to know and like them sufficiently
to care about wlat lappens to thertL
The story weaves back and forth bctw«n Alwuerul' death and
his ~t .rilIlfOl.Unings. Judc Weimnan's o:.periencu in Nazi-occupicd
Pobnd and the pracnt day. This helpi' hold t.hc interat and gives the
characters SpKC to do things without the Jade, walchifll them all
t.hctimc.
OK. So, bqinnifllto end ;action, a cast of charxten tlat you ClII
carc about (o:.ccpl the baddics, them you ClII hiss), oa bit of romance ~
lot of lU!pensc. Wlat else do you nm:I to while away a train journey?

Colln Greenland

Seasons ofPlenty
lilylWT, 1996, £4.99, 485pp

RcviewedbyStevePalmer
This i, a difficult book to review. On the onc hand, wc lave Colin
Grccnland, the author of KVeroal superb books, highly rcspcdtd,
award-winning and w on. On the other hand, this - t.hc scoond
'Plenty' book - gives the dizzying; sensation of being fKnctically
active and yet c.ntircly without plot.
I f this rcvicwtr gives anything Ics.s than 01. good rcvitw he will be
lambasted ~ bding; uste, being disrapcrtful <a.nd w on.
To wlve this dilemma:: SasD.s of Pbt} is compulsive. fascinating
reading tlal, for ~e after ~e ~ll the way through to the eod,
unfolds a uuly dazzling microcosm of human life on the peat alien
ship first encounlered in T~ &d Pbt}, so tlat the ruder's brCOlth
is taken away. The Kale of the invention is enough by iuelf to
susta.in the large number of ~cs, and while earlier 1 mentioned tlat
dlere Iccms to he no plot, there is always the mbliminal suggc.stion
dlat murky plot-type events MC lurking beneath the parties, gal~,
vignetlel in bars and bedrooms, and 01.11 the Kst of life on Plenty. This
is a novel wheK the r~ader is mov«l by author virtuosity.
Yet nothing seems to lappen. In a nuuhel~ people board Plenty,
go inlo hypcnpace, lravel though it. then come out at ~ dcstilUtion
thal couId be guessed from reading just 01. handful of ~c.s (or indeed
from knowing that 'Plenty' is now 01. trilogy).
This il a novel about human dwxtcrs. about people woo lave oa
similar rebtion and Kale to Plenty as do the characters of Brian
AIdiu' 'Helliconia' books to their world: the tiny apinst the huge.
Tabitla Jute, while crntroa~ is paradoxically just onc of the tttming
many, arxI il could be aIlucd tlat she i, not the most inleresting
character aboard, from the point of view of the KacXr.
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Cule J: G4Uvcy'S EdKe
&"Unl, 1996, £1.50. 190,1

Rcviewed by Andy Mills
Jaxie Calk is nineteen yun old, well-built and good-looking. He's
also a criminal and is being taken hack to prison by the rcOOubtable
(attractive a.nd female) bounty bunter Raishe Kelme. But he'l gOl ~
dal~·s1ice which could 1ea.d them to the Icgentlary Phantom Planet.
which in rum would mean riches galore.. Will Railbe gel dr~ed
along with our hc:ro? Ycs! Will they be chased a lot? Ycs! Will t.hc,e be
an awful lot of lhootin&? Yes! Ycs! (But n<H)nc aetuillly gets killed this is wlat used to be ca.lkd ~ juvenile.) Aft t.hcre rwty aliens? Ycsl
Ycs! Ycs! Will Cadc and JUishe find the Phantom Pb.od? Don't be
daft - this is the flflt volume in 01. trilogy!
An undc:~ if wmcwlat rcprtitive, read for kids, and onc
which is (mercifully or not) free ofany moral InCIJa&e.

Robin Hobb

AJsassin'J Apprentice: Tbe Faneer Tril0l}

Volllme I
HarpaCol/i1/S, /996, £5.99, 488pp
Reviewed by Alan Fr:uer
A fantuy triJocy from a new author is an incredible cliche reviewing an cxa:lknt anthol~ of fanusy from mostly new authors,
1 was dismay«l to read in the biographKaI notcs that narly every
onc: of them was cum.ntly working on his or her 'fanusy rrilOCY'.
Yuk. Now hc:re comes Californian Robin Hobb with thc fint book in
"The FUlCCr TriJocy', Kt in ~ rncdiacval world dcpK:ted in thc
obliptory map, where wme people have special po'fII'C:rs. here called
t.hcSkill
Under the circunuta.neCl, giving this book a good rcvKw would
be like buding a Milll '" Boon romance - "Yes, Ilr.now it's written to
~ suict formula, but despite that it', Kally rather good... • InsU,n1
credibility gap. especially when the thing is damned by being
described on the back ~ ·combining the magic ofUrsub Le Cuin',.If
WizArd of E4rlhsa with the epic mastery of Tolkien's Lord of lhe

Riql'!
Howcver. .. ASWJJi,,'s Appralirz. il actually worth reading. In his
talc of Fitz, the Crown Prince's baswd who is hidden away in the
palace and forced to lcam to become a secret killer for his
pandfoathc:r the Kill& Hobb has combined an exciting slOry with
good characrerwtion. He gets Fitz into an impQ$sible sitwltion, gets
him out of it ingenioully, and then - juS! ~ I breathed a sigh ofrclief
- puts poor Fitz ~ in ~ worse mess than before. and this time with
DO ait in sipt Consequently,l'm k~n 10 follow Fitz's ItOry - I can,
of course,. tell from the series tilk tlal he does indffil develop bis
Skill
Ap~tia has already been followed by Rap! AlliWU in hardback
(Clapter I of wbich is included here), with AJlllJSilf 'J Q!t.al to follow,
and Hobb is ~Iready working on 01. new $Cries. HarpcrCollins
obviously lave fa.ith in him. If he keeps this up and manages to break
aw~y from formul~ fantuy, he'll be an author to watch.

Gwyneth Jones

Kairos
Go1Ulfa. 1995, n.99, 262pp

RcvicwcdbyK. V. Bailey
A lightly revised edition. In landscapes MC those of prograsivcly
deteriorating rqionl - London, BirmirWwn. BtiJbton. The
disintqntion of civil life into an anarchy of scctJ is partly rebled to
the effects of I.hc eponymous drug. the action of which. an:illlogow to
thc KIcasc of energy in the breaking of oalomic bondill& dismantlc.s
the mind, infecting it at the interf;wx of the brain's electronics with
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the state of awarencSJ "down where everything turns into everything
else".
The story Slarts with an ending; and an apocalyptic motif
tokened by a trumpet-bearing angel. That ending iJ of a lesbian love
relationship, onc partner of which, Sandy Brize, becomes chief
protagonist throughout the central strand of a plot infinitely
complicated by deceptions, drearm and hallucinations. She is 'fOJtermothering' Clndide, the small son of her ex-lover Otto, on a quest
through Black Country badlandJ to recover his hostaged terrier-bitch,
Vera. Vera was taken by the activist organisation BREAKTHRU as a
lever to regain a canister of the rcality-ehanging drug. liny but alive,
the canister is a KaiIOJ bomb. The dog is found, tortured and dying.
They bury it - and return with it alive and whole, and with the Kairos
which, released by Sandy, produces the condition of the no~el's last
chapter, an idyllically upbeat one in which characters, sUIVIving or
'resurrected', spa:ulate on what kind of 'cnd of the world' they have
passed through: perhaps onc of mass hallucinations when the galaxy
may have orbited acron an area of turbulence.
I found the novel's most Jignificant allegorical drift to lie
focussed on the myth-personifying)ack Russell terrier, of whom Otto
reflects towards the end of the book: "it was awesome to think that
this noisy, self-important little bundle of flesh had been, for the
duration of the nighunarc... surrogate for the whole, the whole good
bad and indifTerent sum of things". Other readen may tease out other
emphases and meanings. It's that kind of book.

KatherlneKerr
VlrylW'T,

Daggenpell
1996, £5.99, 461pp

Reviewed by K. V. Bailey
I doubt whether this, now revised, has ever been out of print ,ince it
appeared a decade ago to originate the Dcverry roman.ces. The ~tion
providcs all the usual fantasy apparatus, including an aid to
identifying who's who and, reincarnated. will be who during the three
time-spans of the story's progress. As language and lore suggest,
Dcverry is a Celtic medieval kingdom that never was, onc with its
own imagined history, geography and variety of tribal allegiances.
Such is the mundane ambience, vividly created with forests, meadows,
hill-forts and walled towns. It is home to a nobility much given to
feuding and honour-avenging. The pcanntry keep inns, cut wood,
hammer at forges, in a rough but stable existence. D«:ds of the
characters (predominantly highborn), however seemingly random, arc
subject to the Wyrd - that ineK<lpable destiny constant over
incarnations. )ill, born and left mo!.herlen in a remote village, is a
central character in the culminating time-band Her life becomes a
military vagabondage in the company of her outwt swordsman
father, until it brings her into the camps and palaces of the highborn,
whose Wyrd she unwittingly shares. Centuries earlier she had been
Lissa, the wife of a Bard, and had been Brangwen, princely affianced
lady of the Falcon Clan who, after episodes of amatory intrigue ~d
incest, drowned herself. At the eleventh-ec:ntury Dcverryan courts )111
acts out her reincarnated peers, t.hough in mutual ignorance,
purgatoriallrials, tragedies - and wlasies.
What I've called !.he mundane ambience is interpenelIated by an
otherworldly one. The Prologue sets the scene. In a hall of light the
Lords ofWyrd. committing to another birth the sentience that will be
)il1, impress on her that she is ~in [herl very soul" onc btlonging to
the "dweomer" - that is, to t.he magic inherent in cosmic harmonies_
That is why throughout girlhood )ill has help from elemental spirits the Wildfoll Such alliances arc also afTordcd to t.he preternaturally
long-lived (not reincarnated) herbman, Ncvyn, who once, as Prince
Galrion, had loved Brangwen / )ill. He alone, encountering their
reincarnations, can recognise his peen, providing at times m<lgical
assistance to )ill and certain othcn. His ensorcellings, shapechangings and out-of-the-body counteringJ of the "dark dweomer"
arc among the best things in the novel, his thaumaturgy acc~table to
the im<lgination if onc allows the author'. (Glossary) premist that the
universe has "various nonphysical planes".

Mercedes lackey
larry Dixon

The While Gryphon

&.

MI1/ari.lIf, 1996, £4.99, 305pp

Reviewed by Norman Beswick
This is Book Two of 'The Mage Wars', prcccdcd by Tnt BLule Grypholl
and followed by 1k Silver Grypholl. The events therein take place
1500 years before those of the Valdemar series. People who have read
these workJ may already know what to expa:t~ I did not, and
approached my task with mild curiosity.
Skandranon the gryphon, and his human and gryphon allies,
have overcome the evil mage Maar and established an eyrie city on a
cliffside elsewhere. They discover a criminal in their midst and
dispatch him into exile. Then the ships appear, coming from a proud
black nation to the south, the Haighlea.
Skandranon and other leaden accept t.he invitation to vilit the
Emperor's court But there, a series of murders appears to implicate
the Gryphonians. Tension mounts until the murderer (guess who~) is
exposed.
This is basically a simple talc, made longer by extended
descriptions of the ICa50ning processes and misgivings of the
protagonists. The Cryphonians arc brave, high-minded and good; the
Haighlea people arc brave, high-minded and good, but locked into an
unhelpful mindse!; the murderer is irredeemably evil and treacherous.
Guilt or innocence is determined by Truthsayers, and magic is
supposedly unreliable hcuuse of "magc-storms" (but in practice
works very well for the main characttrs). In the cnd almost everyone
ishappier,exc~tthemurderer.

It's easy to read, evenly paced, and embellished with drawings of
the main characten. No doubt the authors can mass-produce many
more talcs to the s.ame formula, but for me onc is enough.
Book 3 of'The Mage Wars',

Unula le Guin

~SilverGrypho", isrevi~edonpage l~

The DiJpoJJeJJed
Vlry'WT, /996,£4.99, 319pp

Reviewed by Andy Sawyer
It's slightly shocking that 1k DispoJJeJKd, first published in 1974, iJ
over twenty year, old: twenty years in which the most obvious
change towards the society it blueprints in the use of the term
'partner' to mean husband or wife, common-law or otherwise.
Certainly when it was fint published it was reviewed in Anarchist
journals, and politicians on the radical wing of the labour Party (stop
giggling at the back there - it did so have onc!) were citing it as a
majorinfluencc.
This initial paragraph, however, is mUl1l1 to be polemic.
DiJpow:ssed may not be a handbook for revolution but first, I would
not write ofT Anarchist ideas ju.lt yet; and second, it was and is Le
Guin's finest novel (although the currcntly-underratedAIwars Comilf,{
Homt is more ambitious and explores her Taoist anarchism in more
depth and in an ctjually provocative setting). (Thirdly, I sUPPOJC I had
hctter add, I would not write ofT Le Cuin, who is now writing more
and better scienct fiction than she has for years). But for the benefit
of those to whom all this may be new: Uuas and Annares are a
double-planet system revolving around the Jtar wc know as Tau Ceti.
Urras is rich and populous, with inhabited nations which arc roughly
the ctjuivalent of our West, former Manist Soviet Union, and Third
World, fought over by the two powerful blocs. Annares is hard and
barren, settled by utopian anarchiJU inspired by the philosopher
Odo. Over the years the Odonians have lost their romantic edge to
grapple with t.he problems of survival but they still live without
government, without property. From Annares, on hil own initiative
and opposed by most of his people, the physicist Shevek crosses to
Vrras to work on his life's goal - the reconciliation of the rival
Physics of &quency and Simultaneity which may give the Jecret of
instantaneous communication and interstellar travel far superior to
that which t.he Hainish have already brought
Each image - Vrras and AnnareJ; individual and society;
&quency and Simultaneity; physics and ethics; the imaginary world
Le Guin conSlIucU and the 'real' world wc live in - plays with and
reinforces the other. Shevek JccS the ideals of Odonianism becoming

ne
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IoJt as the AnIW'n colltctivc:s focw in~ and pdt)' dominaoccs
rttum. 'UrTal lins up to the Hert'OtYJlt he: has bttn btJ&ht. but tht:~
iI i1lw idWi.Im, and strugk:. Tbc: subtitk of the book iI -an
ilffibCtlOllS utoplil". 1bc:~ is, of course, 00 utopi:l which has .CIl bttn
ilffibiJ:oous, but in remindill& us of this simple truth Le Guin allows
us to confront our own politial and socW clichb. 11x [)ispmJesJd is
onc of science fKtion's cwsics. It is true to uy lhiit it IDily well bt
onc of the untury's cwsia of 'Ufl IllOdl: of literature; but if it is, it is
broluSl: science fiction is w tellingly and positively the right medium
for this sort ofspcculation.

Bentley Little

Da,1t Dominion

HrJUiJi." 1996, £5,99, 505pp
Reviewed by Stcphen Payne
Ab, the evib of drinl Whtn Dian movn with his mum to iI ntW lift
in N;apa Villlty, Californiil, his only wony iI how he: will fit in with
the local teen:l&trS - lhiit is, until he: mecls Pentlope. Pendopt lives
with five: women whom she ails 'mother', and tOf:tthtr they ruD tht
DMlQJll Vincy;rn:\ up tbt vallty. Initially, nobody much drinks tbtir
wint, but then iI scria of violtnt murders coincidt with iI run on
/krn;and for the stuff 2Jld evenfu<l.lly Dion puu two and two togtthtr.
By then it's too latt, of courK, and mtu~ is already runnin!: iu
course. The Napa Vallty is drunk on the womcn's wint and it i111
Itilds to both sa and violtnct of tht most txplicit ltind
Thtrt is a ~illon for all of this. Dion is actually (it turm out) tht
god DionysuJ reborn, and the women ;ut part of a cult, Matnads,
sworn to nurture him in his ultimatt aim of world domination. As a
pottnliality for world domination gotS, I wouldn't put &ncienl gods
at the top of the lin - btrtft of a gothic fl2Jlltwork lhty'rt most
ctrtainly nOl scary - and ifLnle is trying to pby in the same nndpit
ill Clivc &zker or Slcphcn Ki1!8 then I think he'. miutd tht point
SOmtWtul Oh VlCI~ I'm sure if tbt~ is a lesson in all of this thtn il's
somtthiJll; Vtry moral about tht consumption of i1lcohol Burp.

Ha/flbt DI9 is Night
0rlIit, 1996, £6.99, 152p,
Reviewed by Sue Thomason
This novel is a thriller, an in-depth study of two characters in
relationship to each other, and an evocation of film-noir alienation
and oppression. It takts place in Caribt, an unck:rwater statt; an
ilrtiliciill enVifOnmtnt providi~ constilllt darkntU, constant light,
cold, damp, plenty of bare concrete, and const';lIlt overwhelming
prasure. Here the conditions lhiit support human life iIfl: maintotincd
rathtr badly, at great cost. The rich iIfl: comfortable; the poor breathe
bad air iIIld take illcpl drugs to suy wann. Caribe ii 2Jl
unsunaimhlt, corrupt. urban·tcch hcl~ like most cities. in fact.
Jean David Dai is a YOU1!8 man of Victnamac extraction,
iDvalidcd out of iIIl African w;u. He taka a job in Caribe: as a
bodyJ:twd to Mayb Lfi&, a wealthy banker. Tbc: job is supposed to bt
a pie« of window-dressirl& dcs~ncd primarily to utisfy the temu of
Mayb's persoD.l! insurance. Mayla, unsure what she wants for herself,
is lumi into corrupt businas daoli1!8 and ilttractS tht attention of a
terfOristgroup. Dav)d'sjobbccomes real
Events fon::e both Milyb and David oul of their chOseD jobs and
social rola. Milylil, tht woolly-minded woman of privilege, is forced
to confront a rtality difft~nt from anythi~ she has previously
known or encountered. David, whost war experiences have convinced
him that 'civilisation' and 'society' arc ultimately meaninglas garna,
retains his integrity wilhout diffICulty. Expecting nothing. and clear
about what he wants, he mttU life almly iIIld ICSOUrcefully.
The novel's SF element. its underwater futurC'-lime setting. is
competently handled, but it's very much biickvouod rathtr lharl
foreground. Its main purpose is to set up and maintain iI 'pathttic
falbey' iD which the story's environmcnt cLosely mirrors its
charactcu' emotions. 1bc story's main study is character - two
characters under prasure.
Recommended to fans of ~taled depression or character novels.
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Mic:la.aet Moorc:oc:k

jentJllum Commllnds
Pboaix. 1996, £6.99, 577"

Tbc: Pyat scquencr: is cntainly ukill& its time. 1bc first volume,
Bflilllhll1tf &dll1tJ, appcartd in 1981; this third novel fint appnml
in hardcovcr in 1992; and lhc.re is 00 siyl yet of the fourth and wt,
which will take his story up to 1940. But ifthe sequence's publication
has been drawn out, so has the story each volume telli; there iIfl:, onc:
feels, long st:m:ches of jtnlJ41em ClJ1ItmAlIdJ in which little happens,
but takes a 101 ofJ>il8es.
The novel begins with Pyat bcc:omi~ a film star in the last days
of the silent era, but bting fon::ed to flee the US when his past
activitia with the Ku Klux Klan iIfl: uncovc:red. Crossi1!8 the Atlantic
with a bunch of qua 10 set up a film company in Egypt. he
mumes his carttr, but - ill cvn - is too sclf-dcaiviJll; to sec bow he:
is btifll: aploitcd. Eventually he escapes, drifts wesrwanl across the
.»hua in a bollloon, and comes down in Morocco, whe~ he bc:comes
iIIl ailOilft dcsi&ntr for the Pillhi! of Marrakesh, whom Pyat SCClI as
the Moslem uviour who will sweep the Jews, Afrians and t'VCryonc:
elsc he ioiIlbcs ioto oblivion btfo~ joini1!8 with the Christian
dictators of Europe to nwdt ~nst the Bolshevik horda in the
East. And if a huodred ~a had been lopped out - a parapaph or
two heK, a digression the~ - the story might have bttn less of the
slog it actually is.
Perhaps it's just lhat nothing in Pyat's life - and thus nothing in
the successor voluma - can match the chaos and dramil of the
Russian Revolution depicted in ByZJllllillm £"dllrtJ. Perhaps, too, the
character of Pyat himself hill become less interesting - a thoroughly
unplCUilllt egomaniu who assures us thilt he never blilffia himself
for anything, aftel thrtt volumes he', no more unpleasant than he
was at tht start. To ebborate his history is nol the same as 10
ebborate his personality.
Nevertheless, onc looks forward 10 the fourth volumt, whenever
it mi;ht e~c; to Py;at's cncounttrS with Mussolini (catiI.i"nly) and
Hitler (pahaps). and to his fUponsc to their anti-communism and
2Jlti-Scmitism. Will be rccos.niiC: in tbtm tht Iosical c:ulmimtion of
hil owo obsessions? Or will he mc~1y dcuive himsclr. and rt'jcct the
blamt, all over apio?

Christopher Moore

Blood.Suclting FiendJ

BIad Sfllllf, 1995, £6.99, JJ7pp
Reviewed by Liilffi Proven
Christopher Moo~ is a good writer. Far too good, at first glanct, to
be: jumping on bandwa&ons, when he could bt chasing Bookm
instead. But I'm glad he is; the bc.autifully.tumcd descriptive pasSJ&CI
of Blt1otJ-5J«Jiq Fads would be: wasted on the jaded palcnes of tht
Iiterati, who wouk!n't dream of Iowtring themsclves: to peruse a
vilffipire 00'Vt:~ for hcoiven's uk Lct aIont a funny nmpirc novel
limc for a clacbC:: Moort' burst ooto the humorous fantasy sunt
somc years 4&0 with the witty and occasionally disturbin: Pr.aiaJ
lJm,,,,,hzp;.z. which blends comaly with horror in a slightly unc.uy
mix rt'minisccnt of Mary Gentle's GT..rs.. Lkt hi, earlier nove~ FiadJ
is primarily a funny book, with moments of unpleilSilJllnas. The
ptqQnist, Jady Stroud, is introduced in what is apparently a bruu.1
rape, which certainly !filbs the ilttention and pretty much compels
the reader's sympathy, but by the middle of the sctnt wc know what's
going on; she's bting delibtrately made into a vampire.
And so it goes: what happens when iI modern, young,
independent city-girl - ·1 can open ious and kill spiders on my own. I
can bollance a chedbook and ch«:k the oil in my
is sudck:nly
turned inlo a vilffipi~? Hert', as with moSI contemporary nmpire
rala, the undcad arc ~dy sympilthttic characters, and the stale of
vampirilm iI in somc ways eovlilbk.
Given the sub-genre in which he's writing, il's mort-Or-Ias
compulsory at this point to mc:ntion Pratchc1t. Wd~ Good a",DU is a
fair comparison. Moore is funny, strmwisc, and all tht other things
tht blurbs said about Pratchctt and Neil Gaiman together, and Blt1otJSJIdi"l FiadJ gave me mo~ ilffiuscment than ';lIly of Pterry's [siel
rcccnl books - had to uy. Those unfilffiiliar with contemporary
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Americul Iirestyks (0 lucky ft'W!) or contemporary vampiK stories
mi&ht miss WfIlC' of the nuances, but they will still J:et a J:eneaxu
~ou~~fae~:f~i~r::,~~:lrc:u'~.~mpreucd
t hat "m

ending. A curate's qg of a book, but overall one which is
boring...
_

Krlstlnc Ka.bcrlllc Ruscb
LIncoln Preston

Relic
Slut""" /996, £S.99, J04pp

Sins ofthe Blood
MiiJalillnt, /995, £S.99, 406pp

Rtvic1mI by Kathy Taylor

of the B/q{J is scl in the Pacific North-Wcsl of conlcmporary
America.. Vampires an: reasonably well known within this society but
the attitude to them vuies considerably from statc to state. In
Wisconsin and the Mid-West the vampires have legal rights: and
vampirism is considered an addiction 10 be: tt(al~ by rehabilitation.
In other states there is a Icgal vampire eradication program. and the
vampin: eradicators work with the police and other authorities.
The book deils not just with vampires but with their children, as
onc of the antral premi," of thc book is that vampirism can ~
inherited. It u within this central premiK that both the books
uniqumcss and its power to enthral lie.. The novel's centIal
p~nists arc Ben and Carnmic. Ben is the child of a vampire, who
becoma a vampire himsd£ Cammie is a as profc:uiolUl vampire
c~tO('-- Both have 10 COfIlC' to temu with who and what they an:
Silts

Oh, dear. TheK's a tCHible monsler, hiding in the <brk, hunting down
unsuspectiDJ: pwple and eating their brains. No, really - this is
actually the slOry of !Wit. What's more, it's the plot. too.
Like R~ [)wufs Grant Naylo., Lincoln Preston is OlClw.lly two
people. Douglas Preston, ap~ntly, prov1ded the knowlcd&e of
dinc»aun (he wrote a book about them once) and the New York
Museum of Natural History; meanwhile, Lincoln Child, a horror
editor, donated the knowledge of writinc suspense. Put the duo
tOScthtt, and the result is a bit of a mish-mash: the b6sic storylinc: is
predictablc, ri&ht down to the traditional twin-in-thc-tli~ but its
twists and tunu alons the way do hold 5OfIlC' surprises.. 1bc monster
is the whole COK of the book. and it's described by lots of impressivewundinJ: KicntifK doubktalk, but unlike, say,J.r~ Pllrt, there's no
realscicnCt:~hindit.

They obviously did some rcseaJCh to obtain the jargon, bUI not
very much: the idea of a half-mammal half-dinosaur monner, which
has to feed on a strange waterlily thal conlains human hormones, is
patently absurd; the evolutionary theories expounded by certain
characters an: nonsense; and the amaziI\J: computer program, the
Genetic Extrapolator, which can dcscri~ any ofPIlism from a DNA
sarnplc,isaetua.lIyimpossibk.
Since the book WloI obviously (ahem) 'inspiKd' by Michael
Cricbton's work, it's a pity that they didn't invest the effort to make:
it pbusiblc.. Still, it's a pasc-tumcr: even whik amused at the 'weird
Kicnce', I wallled to know what they wt:re J:oinc to do next. Often, I
could J:uesI - for instance, mostly, niet: pcopk live. fWry onc:s J:d
ealen; in this book, penon.ality failinp tend to ~ fala! - but the
authors' experience in suspcnK shows, and my pmlictions wt:re oftcn
wrolJ&.lfyou're 100kiDJ: for an a.Jy read .,ith occalional excitement.
&lie will pull you in and kccp you. but if you're aftu anythinJ: mort,
it would ~ bctter not 10 start at all. What's more, like the plot,
there's a twi!1 in the tail of this !Iory, too - &Jic is lOOn 10 ~ made
into a film, a m~ium 10 which it's far better suited.

Paul PrcuSl

Con
HIlrpc(AJJillJ, 1996, £4.99, J94pp

RcvKwed by Andy Mins
h's perhaps unfoltUlUte for Paul Preuu tfurot his publishen proclaim
Gm as ~inc -the elcctrifyinc tcchno-thriUer" bccaUK this raises !he
IUda's apcctations; expectations which an: not fu[filkd.
1bc hero of CAn- (Leidy Huddcr) u !he ubiquitOUl darli..n& of US
sf - !he enl:lcprencurial scientist. in this casc a J:rolosisL Lcidy's
fa!her invented huddc:ritc, and Cyrus Huddc:r's dream was to UK this
remarkable, mcmtabk material to drill 10 lhc «ntrc of l.hc: earth.
But Gyrus has dWppean:d and is presumed dead. Leidy temu up with
Muta McDoupl, who is lOOn 10 ~ his lover but more importanlly
has continued Cyrus's work 10 the point whet( huddcrite can be
manufactured. When solar flares combine with an unstable magnetic.
field 10 create havoc, it becomes imperalive to reach the earth's core
to find out whal's J:oing on - so Mart.a and Lcidy obtain thc funds to
drill to the molten core. But 5Omrone dse is deep drilling usinJ: l.hc:
sarnc tcchnoioKY, and their motivd arc by no means pure...
Preuss's huddcrile and iu application arc ingenious - cavorite for
a iouIIKY to l.hc: centre of the earth - bul il has 10 ~ said that the
tint part of the novel is vet)' slow J:Oing - this despile its containing
the best scrtions, those: describing Lcidy's early advl::ntufU in the
desert. When the- two drillinc operations COffiC' to a clima:r: Gm steps
up a J:ear and cb.aJlles into a thrill«. Thu part is J:OOd fun, t.hou;h
you do have to suspend your dU~lief and fo.pve an ovaly fed-J;OQd

""'do.
The book has its J:ore quotient. bUI this is nol gratuitous, and for
the most part the horror comes more from the skilful build up of
temien within the scenes and story. The chuacteriution in this book
is superb. From the start of the novel, within the fint tension-filled
scene of a vanlpire eradication, the characters ue portrayed as real
people, with their own fears and foibles.
SillS of the Blood is an excellenl book which I can rttOmmend
both to fans of contemporary vampire stories and to thoK new to
thissub-J:enrc.

Anion SI.c1air

ugacits
MiUatixnt, /995, £S.99, 4/9pp

Rcvie1rcd by Chcrith Baklrq

1.4uia

is ICf. on t-.o worlds, Burdania and TaridwyIL Generations
~forc. a poop of Burdanians left their home world to coloniK
TuK!wyn. Activating their star drive caused J:Kat damage to
Burdania; they did not (Ven know whether anyone was Idl alive.
Now the dacen<bnts of the oriJ:inal colonists arc dcbatillb wliclhcr
to go back..
The novel opens with the return of the surviving ship 10
Bur<bnia. The result of the debale is known ~fore Ihc debate itKlr.
From then on, alternatiDJ: chapten explore the colonisu' diKOVery of
Burdania and the surviviDJ: inhabitants, and the events on Taridwyn
kadinJ: to thc decision to retum - a Structurc reminiscent of Unub
LcGuin'sTbeDispoSJt:SStJ_
'-4uia does not have the tight elcpnce of Le Guin's nove~ bul
the dual structure makes ck.ar the uneasinc:ss of the coklDists on both
worlds. On Burdania they hide thocmKlva, not k.no...ing at first how
much of themKlves to rcveaI:: or wheIL On Taridwyn they live an
artificial existence in a habitat, making littk attcmpt 10 intl:5rale
.,ith the planet or its indigeflOOs people, the li11tkr'd'Q•. Neither
world is their horne:.
The novel focusses on onc character, Lian, a colonist who at fiut
sight is more isolat~ than any other, bca.use of an accident lhat left
him physically frail and handicapped in his spen:.h. However, he is
the only colonist to have lived as a child among lhc lcilltkr'd'a'lI, who
aeapt him as far as possible as onc of themsdves. His closeness to
their culture is a vital factor in the decision 10 return. Oncc on
Burdania, it is Lian who fint makes contact with the people and lives
aIDOllJ: them.
I found this novel diffICUlt to get into, with the need riJ:ht from
the bqinnins to assimilate two alien worlds and two ICf.i of alien
refercncc:s. But it ..-as worth it. /..q.IQa is a book of J:reat Knsitivity
and depth. It raises questions of J:uilt and responsibility, and it sho..-s
that there are no a.Jy 31lIWCn.
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Brian Stableford

Serptnl's Blood

Meluie Tem

l.qmd, 1996, £5.99, 485pp

DtJmodlts
Ht4J1li"e mtlt"' 1995, £5.99, 308 pp

Reviewed by John D. Owen

Sapmt's Blood is the fint volume in 'The Book of Genesys', a trilogy
which artfully mixes a science fiction world with fanmy chasacters
and imagery, lhereby snuking it past publishers intent on riding the
fantasy bandwagon. Stableford carries it off quite nicely too: hardened
fantasy readers should find nothing much to put lhem off the trilogy
easly on, while the SF elements trundle along under the plOl
Essentially, the world of Sapmt's Blood is a lost human colony,
dumped on a planet where corruption and corrosion destroy metoal,
stone, and just about everything else. In the millennia since they
landed, the colonists have lost all their advanced technologies to the
ravening moulds and bacteria. Only their adapted human flesh is able
to survive the depredations. All knowledge is passed down by word of
mouth, committed to fallible memory.
The humans have spread out over the planet, forming themselves
into small kingdoms. Two of the main protagonists ase a vagabond
Prince, Andris, and an accidentally kidnapped Princess Lucrczia (who
takes after her Borgia counterpart in being a dab hand with the
poisons). By vasious roundabout means, the two find themselves on a
quest of sorts, along with a band of other assorted soldiers,
merchants, thieves and misfits. Something is happening to disturb the
perilous equilibrium the humans have built up on the planet, and
they have to find out what it is. By the end of this volume, a number
of things have b«n resolved, and the company is assembled for the
further adventures and wonden of volumes 2 and 3.
Ellpreued in SF term the storyline is a standard 'recovery of lost
knowledge' {ale, but Sl;jbleford is a past master of setting a reader up,
only to twist the plot through many contortions, asriving at a place
you never ever expected to be (<1$ in his 'Werewolves of London'
trilogy). I see no reason to assume he won't do the same with The
Book of Genesys.
Sapmt's Blood will be followed shortly by S414.malrdu's Fire, then
Chimera's Cradle in 1997.
S!Jlumu"du ~ Fin! is reviewed on page 22

Bryan Talbot

11u Tale a/Om Bad RAt
Tttalr,1996,£9.99

The vampire community of Tallus is getting set for the winter
migration to Ambergren. During the journey, and until they return,
the females will hibernate, transported in the convoy's huge eighteenwheeler hibernacula, while the males will take advant2ge of their
freedom from the dominant females to indulge themselves in a
searonofR&R.
This curious artificial adaptation bringi its own problems. Few, if
any, of lhe males can be trusted with planning the migration without
constant supervision. The long journey carries dangers of breakdown
or discovery. Some of the older females will not always survive the
trip and will either die or be changed into the dark alien creatures
fearfully referred to as the Old Women.
This season's journey brings its own special problems. Joel
Dcsmodus fears his own mother will not survive the trip, while he
himself is haunted by a dream, originally pure invention on his part
but now becoming real, of his own imminent death. Without his
mother's influencr:, the whole fractious and damaged Dcsmodus
family threatens to fragment. His sister Alcxis veers between petty,
domineering cruelty and concern for her strange, brain-damaged son,
Sebastian. Younger brother Rory's arrogant belligerence turns more
and more to dangerous psychopathic sadism, and young Meredith has
got herself pregnant and the baby will be born prematurely out of
se<l$onat Ambergre:n.
What happens at Ambergren, when the horrifYing truth of the
relationship between mothers and sons is revealed, and the real nature
of the saual polasisation of the vampire community, prompts Joel to
steal Mercdith's new born baby and flee to the ancestral caves. The
illusion of safety proves as fragile as the structure of the caves
themselves.
DamodMS is certainly a different, and completely unromantic look
at the vampire: myth. These ase not the suave and decadent 'vampires
of Gothic fiction, but far more alien and closer to bats in their large,
dosed communities and social structure. While the first part of the
t",le is well handled, DamodMS unfortunately suffers from some
severely contlived set pieces towasds the end, as if Tern felt is
nccc::ssary to suddenly tie up all the lOOS(: elements of the story rather
than follow the logical dictate of the plot. The book, and the reader's
involvement, falten and never quite recovers.

Reviewed by Elinor Predota

One Bad Rilt, Bryan Talbot's latest graphic novel, follows an
important period in the life of Helen, a girl who runs away from
home, initially to London, to escape sexual abuse at the hands of her
father. Then, with a rat she rescued from the school biology labs <1$
her only friend, she travels norlh to the Lake District, very
consciously following in the footsteps of Bcatrix Potter. As she does
so, she begins to take control of her life and of her imaginative gifts,
using Beatrix as her role model.
The subject matter is neither speculative nor sciencr: fiction, nor
is it fantasy. It is very real. It therefore has a wider potential
readership than his other works. (Indeed it is already in use as an
education resource.) But while saying in his epilogue that he is aware
that many readers will not be familias with the grammar of the
graphic novel, he uses that grammas atlemely subtly to tell the
story. The movement of action across the page in the sequences
without dialogue (which ase perhaps the majority) draws and involves
the reader, and drives the story more effectively than any number of
speech bubbles could. Nor are any punches pulled in his depiction of
what is going on in Helen's mind, and the boundaries between her
real and imagined worlds ase not aplicitly drawn.
Bryan Talbot's reseasch is impeccable, from the habits and
mythology of rats, to the life of Beatrix Potter, to the use of quotes
from survivors of abuse in Helen's s~ch. The facts fit seamlesdy
into the flow of the story, and indeed ase an integral past of it. It is
an incredibly intense and powerful piece, beautifully put together,
using a traditional astistic style in conjunction with contemporary
nasrative techniques with neither artistry nor ease of reading being
compromi~cd. Highly recommended.
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Warhammer. Chaos Child
Baxlnr., 1996, £4.99, 259pp

Reviewed by Susan Badham
This book is the third of a series set in the Washammer 40,000
universe. The story is set in a far-distant and incredibly complicated
future, in which humanity has undergone centuries of significant
events and lives in a feudalistic society dominated by the ultimate
struggle between good and evil. The chasacters ue out of the
ordinary, their fate reflecting that struggle. In other words, in role
playing terms, they ase Pes.
I apected this book to be a selection of cobbled-together
descriptions from the Washammer catalogue, and WiI.lI pleased that,
although he does pause to lovingly detail the armour and weaponry
of subsidiary chasacters, the author does not fall into this uap.
However, he does fall victim to another problem associated with
writing the story of a richly-detailed system. The explanations of
history and mythology, and their significance, do mean that the
author does not have much spacr: for fast-moving action or subtle
characterisation. His chasacteu' preoccupations tend to be connected
to the history of the world 10 the extent that there is a lot for the
new reader to digest and appreciate. If you can handle the complex
mythology and layered detail then you may wcll enjoy this book.

